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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Albanian General Election for the People's Assembly held on March 

22, 1992, heralded the country's long overdue emergence into the 

European and world communi ties. As the last of the European communist 

countries to begin the process of liberalization, the election also 

marked a moment of special historic significance. The world watched 

as the last vestiges of one of Europe's most brutal and repressive 

regimes was overthrown without violence or chaos, but through the 

democratic process. 

with a less than successful attempt at a free and fair multi-party 

election only one year earlier, and a history which justifiably 

warranted cautious enthusiasm for the prospects of this election, the 

mission of the team (consisting of Linda Edgeworth, Election 

Consultant, and Fabricio Soares, Project Manager) sent by the 

International Foundation for Electoral Systems (IFES) was to escort 

and oversee installation of election commodities donated by the U.S. 

Agency for International Development (USAID), and to provide technical 

assistance to the newly formed Central Election Commission. 

Commodi ties and equipment including computers, printers, photocopiers, 

fax machines, typewriters, stamp pads and paper were provided to 

Albania through IFES and the U. S. Information Agency Regional Program 

Office in Vienna. The equipment and commodities provided by the U.S. 

proved critical for the proper administration of the election by the 

Central Electoral Commission and the Council of Ministers Secretariat 

as much of the other equipment intended for use during the election 
was not in ~ace on election day. 

IFES joined forces with the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) 

mission in Tirana to provide technical advice on distribution. of 

election commodities and ballot security. Well before election day, 

IFES enjoyed good access to the Central Electoral Commission and was 

able to observe the most sensitive aspects of the electoral process. 



On election day, IFES and UNDP fielded a j oint team to observe 

elections near the northern border of Albania. Though some minor 

inconsistencies in the administration of the law were apparent, no 

organized attempt to defraud the process was encountered during the 

first round of voting. A second IFES-UNDP team travelled to the South 

of Albania to observe the second round of elections and also reported 

no significant irregularities. 

The people of Albania are to be commended for the success in holding 

free, fair and peaceful elections to the People's Assembly in this 

difficult transitional environment. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Overview of Recent Events 

In May of 1991, independent trade unions staged a strike observed by 

one-third of the entire Albanian work force against the socialist 

government of Prime Minister Fatos Nano. By June, the Nano government 

was forced to step down. To placate the workers and other members of 

the opposition, Nano accepted demands for a multi-party government, 

includ,ing the Democratic Party at the cabinet level and the Republican 

Party and Omonia (the Greek-minority party) at the sub-cabinet level. 

In early December of 1991, several opposition ministers of the 

Democratic party resigned as a protest against state control of the 

media and insufficient action on the part of the Prime Minister to 

bring high-ranking Labor Party (former Communist party) members 

believed to be guilty of atrocities to trial. On December 15, 1991 

a "government of technocrats" was installed as a caretaker government 
pending new parliamentary elections. 

During the debates on the draft electoral law, the economic situation 

in Albania deteriorated rapidly. Albania was being sustained almost 

entirely by foreign aid. Industrial and agricultural output was at 

a standstill. Political protest strikes had suspended activity in key 

areas such as electric power and agriculture. Nationwide unemployment 
was estimated at 70%. 

In addition, the unprecedented violent crime rate and general lack of 

public ordt;\l:-, had caused widespread alarm among Albanians. Many 

believed that the state of unrest was being manipulated by anti

democratic members of the government and the state security forces to 

discourage democratic government in Albania. 

1 



It was the widespread belief among all but the most anti-democratic 

elements that political and economic difficulties in Albania could not 

be addressed before a political solution could be reached by means of 

a free, fair and credible election to parliament. It was believed 

that only a stable democratically elected government would attract the 

aid, investment and credits necessary for Albania's entry into the 
European community of nations. 

Initial IFES Activities in Albania 

In late January 1992, in order to determine ways to assist the 

government in its effort to administer free, fair and credible 

elections, IFES Program Officer, Christopher Siddall, travelled to 

Tirana to meet with leaders of political parties, diplomatic missions, 

the Albanian Government, the United Nations Development Program, and 

the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees. 

By the time the IFES representative arrived in Albania, the People's 

Assembly was in its final days. President Ramiz Alia had called the 

elections for March 1. However, it was immediately apparent that the 

elections would have to be postponed until appropriate technical 

election assistance, essential equipment and commodities could be 

identified and provided to the Government of Albania. Due to the 

desperate situation throughout Albania, it was vital that this 
assistance be made available quickly. 

Many Albanians believed that any delay of the election would lead to 

further unrest throughout Albania and possibly to a violent solution 

by the security forces. Due to the inability of the Government of 

Albania to • .address the breakdown of public order and collapsed 

economy, a significant delay of the elections would have weighed 

heavily on the people of Albania. In addition, anti-democratic forces 

had sought to benefit from the chaos which they attributed to the 
advent of democracy. 
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The prospects for providing timely assistance were not good. IFES had 

not identified a funder for the project and a number of practical 
obstacles existed. Though importation of ballot paper and other 

essentials could be arranged, a printer and electric-power worker 

strike threatened to prevent printing of ballots. Also, concern· had 

been expressed by the opposition forces that the process would be more 

open to manipulation if the ballots were printed in Albania. 

In summary, the desperate economic and tense political situation in 

Albania presented a two-fold problem, one of resources and one of 
time: 

1. 

2. 

The lack of technical and material resources such as paper, 

reliable electricity and printing facilities appeared to 

make in-country material preparations for the upcoming 

election arduous if not impossible. 

The longer the elections were postponed, the more that 

popular discontent, economic deterioration and violent crime 

would become factors. These negative associations with the 

advent of democracy may have determined whether the election 

was to be held at all. Additionally, growing strife or a 

violent solution to these problems threatened to jeopardize 

planned foreign aid and investment in Albania, further 

increasing the misery of Albanians. 

After meeting with key persons involved in the election process and 

receiving .the official request for technical assistance, IFES 

identified the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) as 

a potential~nder. Recognizing the urgency, USAID responded rapidly 

to the IFES proposal to provide on-site technical assistance to the 

Central Electoral Commission of Albania. The USAID Bureau for Europe 

identified funding to allow IFES to place a project manager and 

election expert in Albania for the three weeks before the elections 

3 



and to provide essential equipment and commodities to the Government 

of Albania. 

Arrival of the IFES Team 

From the outset, the team recognized that the challenges facing 

government officials and election administrators were formidable. The 

country is, by most accounts, the poorest in Europe. Shortages in 

basic commodities and the inevitable serious limitations in the 

communication and transportation systems were critically compounded 

by the unstructured state of the government itself. 

To fully appreciate the significant accomplishment of the officials 

involved in the election process it is important to describe the 

general environment in which they worked. The entire government 

structure of Albania in the weeks and months immediately prior to the 

election, was in a state of limbo. The parliament had been dissolved, 

and a technocratic government was in place to maintain only the most 

fundamental functions of government. Their situation was comparable 

to being on a life support system that maintains the basic body 

functions yet the capacity for response is severely restricted. 

To exacerbate the complexity of the context in which the elections 

took place, the country was in economic chaos, with an interim 

technocratic government working to achieve the difficult 

transformation from a centralized to a free market-based economy. The 

agencies of the bureaucracy were assuming new roles to which they were 

u!laccustomed. And, until a new government was set in place;:: tpey were 

froz'en in the middle of their transition unable to move forward in 

assuming th,e.ir new responsibilities in the emerging economic and 

political reality. 

With government in its weakened state and the feeble exercise of any 

degree of authority even by the police, the general populace clearly 

felt that the country was on the brink of anarchy. The increase in 
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crime and the general disregard for authority were circumstances which 

could not be ignored. The team believes that the apparent lack of 

respect for authority was due less to insubordination or defiance than 

to the general confusion as to who really had any authority. In 

addition, the fact that the future was so unpredictable added to the 

difficulties faced by individuals who were assuming positions of 

responsibility. 

These conditions were extremely burdensome for the Central Election 

commission, the Secretariat for Elections and the general 

administrative staff assigned responsibility for the conduct of the 

national elections for the People's Assembly. 

It was in this context that the IFES team set about accomplishing its 
mission. 

strategy for the Mission 

Upon its arrival in Albania, it became immediately apparent to the 

IFES team that a number of questions and concerns were being expressed 

by members of various other international delegations and members of 

the international press regarding the degree of transparency being 

afforded by the Central Election Commission (CEC) to the public in 
this election. In addition, there appeared to be some concerns 

regarding the administrative election procedures which were being put 

in place by the CEC, security and accountability measures being 

implemented, production of ballots, and distribution of materials. 

The IFES team sensed that some of these concerns had been heightened 

by the seel!ling reluctance of the Central Election Commission to 

provide adequate or timely responses to the questions and demands of 

other delegations working in the country. As relative late comers to 

the situation, the team was concerned that it would encounter the same 

difficulties as those experienced by other delegations already in-
country. In attempting to assess the conditions and formulate a 
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strategy which would allow the team to break through the barriers that 

were causing a degree of suspicion and 

delegations, three conclusions were drawn 

foundation of the team's approach: 

concern among other 

which would form tpe 

1. Other delegations were clearly perceived rightly or wrongly 

as politically biased. 

2. with so many delegations, foreign observers and 
international journalists in-country for the election, the 

Commission was being pulled in too many directions at once 

when their own time was so limited. 

3. It seemed possible that some of the lack of positive 

response and transparency on the part of the Commission 

might be attributable to simple miscommunication rather than 

a withholding of information or secret manipulations .. 

The IFES team's mission was to accompany election commodities being 

provided to the Republic of Albania through the Foundation, assist in 

their installation and distribution, and provide conSUltation. and 

technical assistance to the Central Election Commission. In view of 

the team's preliminary assessment of the environment, an approach was 

adopted which encompassed the following strategies: 

1. The team directed its attention exclusively to logistics, 

system implementation and administrative procedures designed 

by the Commission for the fair· and accountable conduct of 

the election itself. A decision was made to seek a degree 

o~.isolation from all party activity or involvement, even 

with regard to conducting any interviews with party leaders. 

To a limited extent, an effort was also made to maintain 

some distance from other delegations whose missions appeared 

to be more closely linked to partisan political interests. 
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2. The team suggested to the Commission that coordinating and 

cooperative arrangements should be encouraged and developed 

with the UNDP and, to a lesser extent, with CSCE, whose 

mission seemed more in line with that of the IFES team, to 

meet with the Commission jointly in the interest of 

conserving time and resources and to prevent unfruitful 

duplication of effort. 

3. The team made a conscious attempt to read accurately the 

Commission's responses to requests for information or for 

access to their inner workings. For example, when requests 

for copies of documents were denied, if the team held its 

objections in reserve, it became obvious that the commission 

could not release them simply because they had no way to 
duplicate them easily. 

The team believes that its adherence to these simple strategies proved 

beneficial. Throughout the course of its work, the team was 

accommodated by the Commission in every way and was provided full 

access to review all documents upon request, observe preparatory 

activities, visit secured areas, and personally interview individual 

Commissioners, members of the Secretariat, administrative staff 

members, and members of zone commissions. 

The concerns publicly aired by other delegations about the lack of 

transparency on the part of government officials were not consistent 

with the encounters and circumstances experienced by the IFES team. 

The team made a concerted effort to share its findings with other 

international delegations and the U.S. Embassy in order to provide 

them infor~tion which would potentially serve their specific 
interests and answer their concerns. 

Coordination with the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) 

By joining forces with the UNDP, the two delegations were successful 

in determining where their lines of endeavor would cross and where 
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they would separate, and how to maximize their individual efforts and 
resources. 

The foundation of this complementary relationship was an initiative 

by the IFES team to encourage and coordinate a joint meeting with. the 

UN delegation simultaneously with representatives of the Central 

Election Commission and the Secretariat. Fortui tously,. a 

representative of the Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe 

(CSCE) was able to attend the meeting as well. This meeting was quite 

successful. It brought the delegations together on common ground and 

advanced the comfort level of the CEC and Secretariat in working with 

the various delegations jointly and uniformly on issues of mutual 

interest. The primary issue discussed at the meeting related to 

preparations for foreign observers. Many of the previously unanswered 

questions regarding logistics, procedures and accreditation were 

resolved at that time. More significantly, however the meeting set 

the tone for the level of cooperation which was possible between 

election officials and the delegations whose missions were to offer 

them advice, support and technical assistance. 

There were other opportunities for the IFES team to coordinate efforts 

with the UN delegation as we pursued our individual objectives. The 

IFES team contributed to the preparation of U. N . international 

observer packets. The election consultant prepared an outline and 

calendar of key requirements in the election law for inclusion in the 

packets, and the project manager was able to arrange for the 

duplication of materials in SUfficient quantity to cover the number 
of foreign observers expected. 

The IFES ~am also offered assistance in arranging for the 

distribution and installation of UN materials and equipment in 

coordination with the plans being implemented for the IFES 
commodities. 
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As election day approached, arrangements were made with the UN 

delegation to form a joint team to observe polling place activity. 

Similar plans were made for the second round of elections. These 

arrangements allowed the IFES team to increase the scope of its own 

observations over a wider area of the country. 

Most importantly, the cooperation between the two delegations provided 

a welcome opportunity to corroborate their individual perspectives and 

confirm each other's generally positive and favorable findings. This 

was particularly valuable in view of the atmosphere of tension, and 

the suspicion and distrust expressed in certain quarters about the 

level of competency, transparency and fairness with which the election 
would be conducted. 

9 



II. IMPORT OF COMMODITIES 

When the IFES team made its initial contact with the Central Election 

Commission (CEC) , it became apparent immediately that the Commission's 

technical capacity consisted of a few manual typewriters and' one 

computer used for data processing which was connected to an electr.onic 

typewriter. Also at its disposal was a twenty-year-old photocopying 

machine which served other agencies and general administrative staff 

as well. The circumstances certainly bore out the validity of the 

recommendations made in various pre-election assessments calling for 

donations of material resources. It also was apparent that the 

special ad hoc Secretariat created by the council of Ministers to 

provide administrative support to the election was in a similar state 

of need. 

Due to the obvious deficiencies in the material commodities and 

equipment on hand, all clerical processes including technical 

functions were being realized at an agonizingly slow rate. For 

example, to obtain a copy of a piece of legislation required a delay 

of a day or two depending on its priority level. In addition, since 

a majority of the limited number of typewriters were manual, the 

quality of the product was sometimes affected. Formal government 

memoranda, correspondence and legal documents were frequently 

duplicated through the use of carbon paper and often contained typing 

errors or obvious attempts to correct them. The severe limitations 

in the quality and quantity of equipment on hand posed almost 

impossible challenges in the timely production and duplication of 

legal documents, instructions, election information, and other 

communiques~~hich are so critical in the administration of an 

election. The situation was aggravated by both the CEC's severe time 

constraints and having its priorities focussed on administrative 

responsibilities and regulatory issues. The CEC simply could not keep 

up with the tremendous additional demands for information. Moreover, 

requests for copies of documents and records were heaped upon them by 
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the international community, political parties and the international 

and domestic press. These circumstances contributed significantly to 

the creation of an atmosphere conducive to questioning the competence 

of election officials and the transparency surrounding the election. 

In view of these conditions it was of paramount importance for the 

IFES delegation to ensure that the commodities being provided were 

imported, distributed and installed as quickly and efficiently as 

possible. In order for this phase of its mission to be accomplished 

in the shortest possible time and attain its maximum effectiveness, 

it was critically important to rapidly identify and solidify 

relationships with the key players within the government. Hence the 

team's preliminary activities centered around identifying the 

officials who would be in the best position to facilitate prompt 

import, distribution and installation of the commodities. Four 

individuals proved to be essential for the efficient import of the 

equipment and supplies donated by USAID through IFES. The first 

person was Frrok Djoka, Secretary of the Secretariat, the 

representative of the council of Ministers assigned to oversee 

administrative preparations for the election process. Because of the 

way in which the Commission had organized itself and div.ided 

responsibilities among its various members, the Chairman and the 

Deputy Chairman, Messrs. Niko Nosi and Urim Bujari respectively, were 

only peripherally instrumental in facilitating this phase of the 

project. The second key player in this endeavor was Leon Kosta, the 

Secretary of the Central Election Commission, also the election 

consultant's primary contact with the Commission throughout the rest 

of the mis~ion. Finally, the IFES team was able to solicit valuable 

assistance from the Chief of the Technical and Foreign Relations 

section of Customs, Isuf Bogdani. The team was extremely fortunate 

to recruit the services of a legal advisor to Parliament, Perikli 

Polloshi (Zaharia), who not only possessed extensive technical 

expertise and excellent skills as an interpreter, but also had 

extremely good rapport with both the CEC and the Secretariat as well 

as staff of the various agencies of government. The combined efforts 

11 



of these individuals were crucial in the realization of the IFES 

team's immediate objectives. It was particularly helpful that the 

Secretary of the Secretariat provided a formal letter directing the 

customs authorities to allow the project manager total liberty under 

the law to conduct his business. 

Logistics 

The first phase of the formal import process involved the verification 

of the list of the supplies and equipment that were being shipped into 

Albania and confirmation that these commodities would be accepted by 

government officials. Several meetings were held with the Secretary 

of the Secretariat in this regard. (Refer to Appendix E for complete 

listing of equipment and commodities provided to the Central Election 

Commission) . 

Two critical commodities on the list became the focal point of 

controversy. For reasons discussed in more detail later in this 

report, the government had already decided to reject the ballots which 

were printed outside of the country. A further decision had also been 

made to reject the rubber stamps which were en route to Albania. Each 

of these control stamps was uniquely numbered. They were supposed to 

be distributed to polling sites to provide each voting center its own 

secret identification number with which to stamp its ballots and 

voting materials for security purposes. Government officials 

indicated that the stamps were rejected on the grounds that certain 

members of the government had not been previously informed as to their 

design and,quantity. 

During its_~irst few days in Albania, the team had received 

contradictory advice as to whether the stamps were being accepted or 

not. At one point it appeared that the stamps would be accepted after 

all, so after being held up initially, the shipment of the stamps and 

the stamp pads was once again underway. The IFES team believes that 

the conflicting guidance with regard to the stamps was basically due 
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to a communication problem. Throughout the course of various 

discussions it eventually became evident that some Albanian officials 

misinterpreted the word "stamp" for the word "seal." Acceptance of 

the seals being imported for securing the ballots boxes had never been 

in question. While the stamps and pads were en route the confusion 

was resolved and the government made clear its final decision to 

reject the rubber stamps. 

Upon receiving the government's final position on the stamps, the IFES 

team contacted the USIA Regional Program Office in Vienna (RPO Vienna) 

which was procuring and organizing the transportation of the 

commodities, requesting that the stamps be stopped in zurich and that 

only the stamp pads be allowed to continue on to Rinas airport in 

Albania. Furthermore, the project manager requested that if the cargo 

could not be divided that the entire shipment be stopped in Zurich. 

The team felt that the arrival of the now officially rejected stamps 

in the country would have exacerbated a serious political dilemma in 

an already sensitive arena. RPO Vienna was able to stop the stamps 

in Zurich and continue the shipment of the stamp pads. 

Upon final confirmation of the acceptance of all other commodities by 

the government, the team met with the Chief of the Technical and 

Foreign Relations sector of customs to define the procedure of entry 

and nationalization of the overland shipments. The meeting resulted 

in the Customs Officer providing a letter authorizing the officials 

at the Hani i Hotit border station on the Yugoslavia-Albania frontier 

north of Shkoder to allow the entrance of the truck bearing the 

ship)1lent. This. was the point of entry originally indicated by the 

shipping company responsible for the transport of commodities from 

Vienna. In -iWdi tion to. the letter, the Chief of Technical and Foreign 

Relations also offered to accompany the project manager to the airport 

to personally assist in seeing the airborne commodities through 

customs. 

13 



At the last minute, a change was made by the transportation company 

to have the truck enter Albania through the Qafa Thames border 

station. The project manager immediately informed the customs 

officials of the change and arranged to have the Chief of Technical 

and Foreign Relations advise the customs officials at the Qafa Thames 

entry point of the situation. They were requested to allow the truck 

which was already sealed for security purposes to enter the country 

and be opened and inspected in Tirana rather than at the border., 

After resolving the issues which arose from the change of entry 

points, the IFES team addressed the problem of internal transportation 

and manpower to unload and store the commodities. To transport the 

shipment that came by air to Tirana, the team arranged for an 

automobile and a van to bring materials from the airport to their 

place of storage. An automobile and driver were hired for the 

rendezvous with the truck at the Qafa Thanes border station. The most 

immediate source of reliable labor was the staff of the Parliament. 

The employment of this crew was arranged through a Parliamentary 

official responsible for administration. 

storage and Installation 

The IFES team made an inspection of the proposed storage area which 

was arranged while the negotiations and customs arrangements were 

being solidified. Questions of security, location, space, room 

temperature and ventilation were considered. The storage room used 

for the IFES commodities was located in the lower level of the Palace 

_of, Congress ,where the CEC had its offices. As for security;' the' 

Palace was guarded by armed soldiers outside the building, and by 

special arm,erl. security officers inside. The IFES team felt that 

adequate security measures were taken to provide for the safety of the 

election commodities. The room and its contents were under the direct 

responsibility of a member of the administrative staff approved by 

the project manager. This individual was in possession of all the 

keys to the store room in which the commodities were kept. 
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The IFES team made an inventory check of all the commodities as they 

were being unloaded at the Palace of Congress. There were some 

differences between the shipping company's packing list and the list 

sent from RPO Vienna. Therefore, the packing list was used as the 

basis for the inventory verification. Upon inspection, the team noted 

that one electric typewriter, one box of typewriter accessories and 

one box of pens were missing from the shipment. These findings were 

communicated to the IFES headquarters in Washington, D. C. The 

inventory check was done in the presence-of the administrative staff 

member responsible for the commodities so that he could be integrated 

into the receipt and distribution process. Once the commodities were 

unloaded and stored, the inventory was reconfirmed. 

Immediately the IFES team set in motion the arrangements for a formal 

meeting with key officials to start the distribution and installation 

process. The very next morning, the IFES team met with the secretary 

of the CEC, the Secretary of the Secretariat, the legal advisor to the 

former Parliament and other staff members of the administration to 

reach decisions as to exactly where equipment would be installed, and 

how commodities provided for use at voting centers would be integrated 

into the overall distribution process with ballots and other election 

materials prepared in Albania. with regard to the installation of 

equipment, factors considered included the actual needs of the CEC and 

the Secretariat as well as appropriate integration with equipment 

being provided by other international organizations. After careful 

deliberation a distribution plan was formulated which would facilitate 

the install,~.tiol1 of equipment in an orderly and efficient manner. 

Albanian officials facilitated the process by providing an engineer 

to assist wi.tb the technical installation of equipment, with oversight 

by the IFES team. Upon installation the responsibility for each piece 

of equipment was delegated to a single individual who was always the 

principal user. The principal user was trained in the care and use 

of the designated equipment, and thereafter was responsible for 

training all other authorized users. 
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The IFES team did have some difficulty in instructing the users in how 

to resolve more complex problems involving the photocopiers and fax 

machines. This was principally due to the fact that the instruction 

manuals which accompanied the equipment were written in German. 

However, the IFES team identified a volunteer willing to translate 
relevant sections of the manuals. 

Use of the computer provided through IFES also suffered a short delay 

until an adapter for the monitor was procured. Though the donation 

did not include software or diskettes, the Institute for Information 

and Applied Mathematics which provided technical support to the 

election process proved to have the appropriate software, which took 

some time to acquire and install. In addition, the IFES team was 

able to provide several diskettes from their own supply. 

Regarding other commodities, part of the shipment of pens, as well as 

all the twine and seals were sent to the Prime Ministry for 

integration into the precinct supply kits which were being prepared 

by administrative staff. These supplies reached the voting centers 

through the Secretariat's normal distribution process. The rest of 

the pens remained stored for later use in second round and local 
elections. 

Appropriateness of Commodities 

In reviewing the full scope of the commodities which were donated 

through·IFES, it was·clear that the assessment of what was needed had 

been faLi:fy accurate. They included pens, twine, metal clips for 

securing th~_ballot boxes, paint, stamp pads, a computer with laser 

printer, three photo copiers, two electronic typewriters, two fax 

machines, paper, and other accessories for the equipment provided. 
A few items deserve comment. 
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The paint was originally intended for use on the ballot boxes. The 

request for beige paint was made as a result of the fact that the 

existing ballot boxes were red in color, the color of the Party of 

Labor (the former communist party). This was felt to symbolically 

undermine the neutrality of the election process. After arrangements 

had been made for shipment of the paint of a neutral color that. had 

been requested, it was learned that the majority of boxes, 

particularly in the rural areas, had been destroyed during the winter 

for fuel. This resulted in the construction of new ballot boxes for 

all the voting centers. The new ballot boxes were of a neutral color 
and did not require painting. 

Since there was no opportunity for the paint to be used for its 

original purpose, consideration was given to how it might best be used 

in an appropriate manner consistent with the intent behind the 

donation. The option of returning the paint would be prohibitive in 
view 

it. 

that 

hall 

of its weight and the cost that would be incurred in transporting 

In consultation with appropriate authorities, it was determined 

the paint would be used in the remodelling of the Parliamentary 

after the election. Major refurbishing would be necessary to 

accommodate the dramatic reduction in the size of the legislative 

body. Under the new law the legislative body which had formerly 

mandated 250 members has now a minimum of only 140 members. In 

addition, according to authorities, the hall had not been repainted 

in many years and is in need of repair. It was agreed that this use 

of the paint would be an appropriate alternative consistent with the 
donor's intended purpose. 

Regarding the twine and metal clips included in the donation, it was 

originally envisioned that they would be used to seal and secure the 

ballot boxes to prevent tampering. The CEC and the Secretariat 

endorsed these supplies and facilitated their integration into the 
polling site materials kits. Due to the design of the newly-built 
ballot boxes, however, these were not the most appropriate types of 

sealing materials. The ballot boxes had no padlock hardware, nor any 
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other place through which to loop the twine and apply the metal clip. 

Instead, the twine had to be wrapped around the box like a gift 

package and then secured with the metal seal. It should also be 

pointed out that plasticine was among the commodities provided by the 

UN. The plasticine is a clay type substance similar to a sealing. wax 

which is applied and then stamped with a signet. This substance was 

equally effective in securing the twine to the ballot box to safeguard 

its integrity. In many polling sites this plasticine was used with 

the IFES twine in lieu securing it with the metal clips. 

This example illustrates another issue which should be addressed in 
relation to the donation of materials. The IFES team discovered that 

the UN had also donated pens and stamp pads after IFES had already 

procured them. It points to the fact that if there is to be more than 

one organization donating equipment and supplies, there should be an 

effort to coordinate the assistance in a way which would prevent 

duplicating donations and reduce potential waste in the process. 

Placing personnel in-country well before an election is required for 

effective donor coordination. Due to the emergency nature of this 

project, extensive coordination was not feasible. 

Final Disposition Following the Election 

since the Central Election Commission and the ad hoc Secretariat had 

only temporary status and would be dissolved when the elections were 

over, a final question to be addressed concerned the disposition and 

distribution of equipment after the election cycle came to a close. 

After extensive consultation with appropriate officials, it was 

determined _that the equipment would be transferred to the new 

parliament. The availability of this equipment would allow the 

parliament to operate in a much more efficient manner. Upon securing 

the approval of all interested parties, the IFES team took measures 

to ensure the future installation of the equipment into parliament. 
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Arrangements were negotiated and the legal advisor of the former 

parliament was selected to oversee the transition. 

Recommendations 

1. The process of importing commodities would benefit from more 

advance time to analyze the environment, and resolve customs 

and logistics issues related to import. In this mission,the 

IFES team had to resolve all the complex issues in just 3 

days. This was a direct result of the previously described 

"emergency" basis on which this entire project took place. 

The IFES team recommends that in such an unstructured 

environment experiencing severe fluctuations in its 

administrative organization, at least one week to 10 days 

of advance time should be provided for on-site preparations 

for the arrival of commodities to be effectively executed. 

An increase in the advance planning time would also have 

allowed for a preliminary analysis of the structure of 

government and identification of the relevant entities and 

key players prior to the date shipments were due to arrive. 

In this project, the project manager was required to 

research and solidify relationships with the appropriate 

entities and at the same time deal with critical logistics 

issues requiring his full attention as well as other major 

problems needing immediate resolution. 

2. 

3. 

Organizations donating computer hardware to developing 

nations should automatically consider supplying appropriate 

software. This would allow for a more immediate, efficient 

aod productive utilization of the equipment supplied. In 

addition, the inclusion of accompanying literature in an 

appropriate language version should be assured. 

It would be beneficial for donating agencies to make a 

formal attempt to coordinate their donations and consolidate 
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4. 

5. 

6. 

their import, distribution and installation through common 
channels whenever feasible. This approach could benefit 

donating agencies by helping to prevent duplications and 

waste and provide better assurance to recipient countries 

that the commodities being sent are suited to their actual 
needs. 

It might be appropriate to uniformly consider an alternative 

type of ballot box seal at any time a request for this type 

of commodity is made. The IFES team would suggest that the 

self-adhesive, sticker-type tamper-proof seal might be a 

better choice because it would be usable on any type of 

ballot box no matter how it is designed. In the case of 
this election, it would have also been more consistent with 

other security provisions being implemented which required 

election officials to sign their names to various documents 

and materials. The sticker-type seal could have provided 

space for the signatures of the voting officials responsible 

for the security of the ballot box. These types of stickers 

could also have served a second purpose and been used for 

securing the packages of ballots during their transport to 
and from the voting stations. 

Due to the difficulties in transportation and communication 

in Albania, extra time should be allotted to maximize the 
effective closing of projects. 

The IFES.team noted that there was a commodity which was 

sorely needed but which had not been provided by any 
donating agency. Election officials had no appropriate 

material to use for packaging or transport of ballots to and 

from the voting centers. It became apparent that 

individuals serving at the zonal distribution centers and 

at the voting centers themselves had to use their own 

initiative to find containers or paper to wrap their 
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ballots. In some cases they simply wound the ballots with 

string while some officials used paper bags or newsprint. 

None of these wrappings afforded the degree of security 

necessary to ensure the safety of the ballots. It would 

have been more beneficial if officials had been provided 

with sturdy uniform sized envelopes or packing boxes" in 

which to transport their ballots. Envelopes with self

adhesive flaps such as TYVEK envelopes, would provide 

greater security for the ballots enclosed. Additionally, 

these envelopes could be preprinted to provide space in 

which to write the identity of the zone and voting center, 

the number of ballots enclosed, and the names of the 

individuals responsible for packing the contents. Having 

a preprinted envelope such as the type described could 

eliminate the need for other accountability forms which were 

handprinted and stuck to the outside of the packages being 

prepared. Uniform packaging would also make it easier for 

the archiving and storing of the materials after the 
election was over. 
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III. ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITY FOR THE CONDUCT OF ELECTIONS 

There is no regular and on-going government agency specifically 

charged with the responsibility of conducting elections. Rather, the 

Law on Elections calls for the establishment of a three-tiered 

organization of election commissions, created anew for each major 
election cycle. 

The three levels of the commissions are: 

In 

1. the Central Election Commission (CEC), the overall policy 

making body with ultimate responsibility for implementation 

of the election law, and direct supervisory control over 

election activity carried out by the zones throughout the 
country; 

2. the Zonal Election Commissions (ZEC), responsible for 

creation and maintenance of voter registers, selection and 

oversight of polling stations, and actual logistic and 

administrative organization of the election at the regional 
level; and, 

3. the Voting Center Commissions (VCC), responsible 

election-day activity and counting of the ballots at 
polls. 

addition to the commissions 

for 

the 

organizational structure-, two other 

employed in ~2rrying out this election 
were: 

comprising this tri-Ievel 
administrative organs 

at the national level. 
were 

They 

1. an ad hoc Secretariat, made up predominantly of government 

officials and parliamentary staff appointed to provide 

material, staffing, and financial support, and implement 
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2. 

administrative functions necessary for the conduct of the 
election; and, 

the Informatike Institute, brought into service to provide 

computer support, programmers and data entry staff for the 

compilation and summarizing of nationwide election returns, 

and application of the mathematical formula for the 
distribution of Supplemental seats. 

The Central Election Commission 

At the top of the hierarchy is the Central Election Commission (CEC), 

a 17-member body headed by a Chairman, Deputy Chairman and Secretary. 

Appointments to the CEC are made by the President based on proposals 
of the various political parties. 

It is interesting to note that by law, the appointments are required 

to be made no later than 35 days prior to the election being called. 

That deadline coincides with the mandate that required that an 

election be called within 35 days of the dissolution of Parliament. 

Obviously, this means that the proposals of parties must be made on 

the same day. One can only assume that existing parties with members 

seated in Parliament are adequately forewarned of the move toward 

dissolution and therefore are already fully prepared to provide their 
proposals by the deadline. 

New parties, or those whose candidates 
were not elected to seats, may be disadvantaged. However, the law 
provides that parties not represented on the Commission are entitled 
to have representatives as observers. 

As is stressed throughout this report, the key element contributing 

to the overall credibility of this election was the full participation 

of all parties in every part of the process. The composition of the 

CEC appointed to administer the March 22 and 29, 1992, general 

election reflected this policy. While the party affiliations of every 
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member could not be confirmed, the team was able to verify that at 

least 8 parties were represented as appointed members of the 

Commission. If there was concern that the former ruling party would 

dominate the membership, the reality was that the most represented 

party appeared to be the main opposition Democratic Party with at 

least 3 members. The CEC also included "depoliticized" members. 

The men and women serving on the Commission appeared to have come from 

a wide variety of backgrounds. By law, the Deputy or the Secretary 

must be a lawyer. But the Commission also included members who came 

from educational and professional backgrounds such as doctors, school 

teachers, economists, mathematicians, historians, physicists, and 

veterinarians. It appeared that few, if any, had ever had direct 

election administration experience, although the secretary, who had 

been a legal advisor to the Parliament, had actually participated in 

the drafting of the election law. In view of their apparent general 

lack of specific election experience, the IFES team could not help but 

be impressed with the caliber of certain people serving on the 

commission, and the degree of commitment they exhibited in carrying 

out their responsibilities. 

Duties of the Central Election Commission 

Under the law, the CEC is responsible for ensuring the strict and 

equal implementation of the election law throughout the whole country, 

and is also responsible for determining the methodology by which 

election activities are carried out at all levels. The CEC is charged 

with monitoring the activities of the election commissions in the 

zones and their compliance with the law, and reviews complaints as 

well as acts as the appellant body with regard to appeals brought .-
against decisions or actions taken by the zonal commissions. 

The CEC also registers independent candidates and political parties 

(or coalitions of parties) including their symbols. In addition, the 
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CEC exercises control over the registration of the lists of candidates 
in each zone. 

In addition to their legal mandates, the Commission had organized 

itself in a manner which further identified various administrative 

responsibilities and assigned responsibility for those tasks to 

individual members. These appeared to fall into 7 general categories 
including: 

1. logistics and distributionj 

2. dissemination of voter and election information and 
instructionsj 

3. financial administrationj 

4. proofreading of ballots and verification of protocol 
informationj 

5. security measuresj 

6. candidate and party registration issuesj and, 

7. certification of foreign and domestic observers. 

The Ad Hoc Secretariat 

The ad hoc Secretariat was an 8-member team representing the Council 

of Ministers, specially appointed to provide the administrative base 
for the conduct of the election. 

Upon its arrival, the IFES team became aware that there was some 

controversy and concern regarding the ultimate source and extent of 

the Secretariat's authori;ty .. The Secretariat was composed primarily 

of government officials and administrators. The team had been led to 

believe that the sympathies of the majority lay with the former ~-

administration. This prompted some observers with whom the team spoke 

to question the Secretariat's neutrality in carrying out its 

responsibilities. The late addition of Article 92 in the election law 

provides the legal basis authorizing the creation of this special 

task group, although the wording of the Article is somewhat general. 
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It states, "The Council of Ministers is charged with providing the 

material and financial basis and adopting the organizational measures 

for the implementation of this law." 

Reservations expressed to the team from various sources stemmed from 

the fact that there appeared to be some question as to whether the 

secretariat or the Central Election Commission really had the 

controlling authority either on how the election would be carried out 

or on policy decisions affecting the process. This doubt was 

exacerbated by events which occurred immediately prior to the arrival 

of the IFES team and which brought the question of authority to the 

forefront. The Central Election Commission had authorized acceptance 

and use of ballots provided with funds from USAID which were printed 

in Austria. Just prior to the team's arrival, we were advised that 

the ballots had subsequently been rejected at the direction of the 

secretariat, and that a decision had been made to print the ballots 

in Albania despite security concerns and greater material costs. 

The ballot issue is discussed in more detail later in this report. 

However, while the decision proved to be supportable, the circumstance 

fostered a degree of suspicion as to which body carried more clout. 

However, as time passed the interaction between the two authorities 

became clearer. 

The Secretariat was the administrative arm which actuallY pushed the 

buttons to set the wheels of the various administrative ministries in 

motion to support the election process. It was the Secretariat that 

supE!l:"vised the work at the government print shop where the ballots 

were printed, while CEC members oversaw the accuracy and proofreading 

of the finished product. The Secretariat provided the actual manpower --
for the packaging of ballots and materials prior to their distribution 

to the zones. The Secretariat made the arrangements with public 

safety officials for the security of ballots while being stored, and 

in transit. 
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It was the Secretariat that assisted IFES in securing swift receipt 

of and entry of commodities and materials through Customs, and the 

Secretary of the Secretariat was very involved in determining exactly 

where equipment provided by USAID through IFES was to be installed. 

It was also through the Secretariat that appropriate engineers were 

on hand to assist with the installation. 

The Decision Making Process 

The IFES team was not able to clarify exactly how joint decisions were 

made between the CEC and the Secretariat, or on what basis actions of 

the Secretariat may have been carried out at the request or actual 

direction of the CEC. However, as the election drew nearer, it became 

clear that the decisions being made were well thought out, and well 

focused. In addition, there seemed to be a good communication link 

among the two agencies. Details were being addressed effectively, 

and, given the restrictive schedule, shortage of commodities, and 

unreliable communications apparatus, the work was being accomplished 

in a competent manner. 

Aside from the concern over the question as to which agency was 

wielding the real power, especially since the Secretariat was seen 

as an extension of the former government and the Chairman of the CEC 

was thought to be aligned with the Socialist Party, there was an 

additional concern . expressed that the activities of the CEC would 

support policies favorable to the former ruling regime. It should 

be noted, however, that even the commission's leadership was balanced. 

The Deputy Chairman was affiliated with the Democratic Party and the 

Secretary was not a member of any party. 

--
Nevertheless, in view of the country's recent history, with this kind 

of apprehension potentially tainting the confidence of the public and 

international community, the team was prompted to be particularly 

alert to any evidence of impropriety, manipulation, or subversive 

activity. Of particular concern was the manner in which the 
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Commission made policy and took procedural decisions. Article 34 of 

the Law on Elections dictates that the decisions of commissions are 

to be adopted by a majority of votes. The team observed that during 

meetings with individual members or small groups of Commissioners, 

when a suggestion was made which prompted additional thought, members 

with whom they were speaking would indicate that the suggestion would 

be considered and decided "at a meeting". Rarely was a decision made 

on the spot. 

In some instances, suggestions deferred to "a meeting" came to 

fruition. For example, there had been some criticism that the 

protocol forms shown as examples to the international community 

appeared on two separate pieces of paper. The concern was that using' 

separate sheets could provide an opportunity for original data on the 

second sheet to be replaced with false data after the protocol left 

the voting center, especially since the poll workers' signatures were 

only on one ·page. The team discussed this concern with one of the 

Commission members who made note of it and said it would be brought 

up in a meeting. When the actual protocols were printed, they were 

produced on a single sheet as suggested. 

In another instance, the team participated in a discussion with some 

members of the Commission about the disposition of unused ballots left 

over after the closing of the polls. The team had heard allegations 

that in the past there was a question as to whether extra ballots 

might have been marked and used to alter the outcome of the election. 

There is always concern that left over ballots provide an opportunity 

for manipulation. Quite frequently, provision is made in democratic 

election procedures that unused ballots are counted, accounted for on 

the protoco~_and then destroyed at the polling place in full view of 

the poll workers and observers. This option was suggested and 

received with positive interest as a means to alleviate any perception 

that false ballots could be used to distort the outcome. In this 

case, the team was notified the next day that, while the suggestion 

had merit, a decision had been made that it was too late to change the 
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instructions already sent out to the zonal commissions. 

It was difficult for the team to determine how these decision 

"meetings" were scheduled, and who would actually be present to 

participate in the decision-making process. There was insufficient 

opportunity to determine if these meetings involved the entire 

membership and a full majority vote as the Article 34 of the law 
implies. 

However, the team is confident that decisions appear to have been made 

through a process of consensus involving a cross section of party 

representation. The validity of the decisions made by the Commission 

was borne out by the overall success of the administration of the 
election ,itself. 

Zonal Commissions 

The 100 Zonal Election Commissions (ZEC) carry much of the burden in 

administering the election throughout the country. The number of 

members on a ZEC varies depending on the number of parties that field 

candidates within the zone for a specific election. Headed by a 

Chairman, Deputy Chairman and Secretary, the balance of the ZEC 

consists of representatives of those electoral subjects that have 

successfully nominated candidates for that zone plus a non-party 

member nominated by the pluralist executive committee (municipal 

authorities) if the number of parties competing in the zone is even. 

The members of the ZECs are appointed by the Central Election 

Commission on the proposal of the local executive committee and after 
consultation with the political parties. 

Again, the IFES team observed that even the selection of Chairmen for 

the Zonal Commissions was not heavily weighted on the side of 

Socialist Party members, as some observers anticipated. In fact, over 

half of the Chairmen were members of the Democratic Party, and still 

others represented additional opposition parties. Such 
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diversification in the leadership of the Zonal Commissions is further 

evidence of the commitment to equity and fairness in the election. 

Duties of the Zonal Election Commissions 

The ZEC is responsible for oversight of election activities within the 

boundaries of its zone, and exercises control over the establishment 

of voting centers and activities carried out by polling place workers. 

Recruitment and training of election workers also falls under their 

jurisdiction. They are also responsible for ensuring that the 

political parties are equally represented on polling station 

commissions. As overseers of polling site activity and monitors of 

local compliance with election law, the Zonal commissions are also the 

first line of appeal when decisions made by poll workers at the voting 

sites are challenged. 

Another one of its major responsibilities is to oversee the 

preparation and compilation of the voter registries, and the issuance 

of voter certificates to voters who will be away from their normal 

voting sites on election day. The ZEC is charged with the 

responsibility for the registration and verification of candidate 

nominating petitions, and the registration of party observers who will 

be present on behalf of the candidates at polling sites on election 

day. 

In addition to these preparatory functions, the Zonal Commissions must 

receive and account for all ballots, election materials and supplies 

provided by the Central Election Commission, and prepare them for 

distribution and transport to all the voting sites on its territory. 
~-

After the polls are closed and ballots are initially counted at the 

polling station, the ZEC prepares the summaries of consolidated 

results for the zone which are reported to the CEC, and is required 

to ensure the safekeeping of voted .?allots, documents and returned 
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materials supporting the final results of the vote reported from the 
voting centers. 

Voting center Commissions (VCC) 

The actual conduct of election day activity at the polling sites is 

carried out by the Voting center Commissions (VCC). Each voting 
center is 

Secretary 

managed 

as well 
by a commission made up of a Chairman and a 

as representatives of the parties fielding 

candidates in the zone in which the voting center is located. In a 

manner similar to that prescribed for Zonal Commissions, based on a 

proposal of the pluralist executive committee after consultation with 

the political parties, the members of a VCC are determined by the 
Zbnal Commissions. 

During its stay, the IFES team focused on Zone 82 in Tirana to observe 

the entire election process in a zone to the voting center level, 

including preparation, voting, counting and reporting of returns. One 

point of particular interest was the manner in which the ZEC 

determined the membership of its VCC. In this particular instance, 

the ZEC had prepared a chart identifying its voting centers, and the 
composition of each VCC. The Chairman of the Zonal Commission had 
indicated that his Commission's objective was to appoint the Chairmen 

of the voting centers in a manner that gave each party fielding a 
candidate an equal number of Chairmen. However, noting the chart 
posted to the wall, it was clear that some parties had fewer Chairmen 

assigned than others. It was explained that the final decisions were 

made by _a consensus voteqf the. Zonal Commissioners based on the 

skills and abilities of the persons proposed by the executive 
committees. In some .instances, the final choice was made on the 

group's vote for the person most qualified to chair a commission, 

rather than just on the basis of party affiliation alone. While the 

intention to see that all parties shared leadership roles equally was 

not precisely applied, the end result did provide an acceptable 

balance, and determinations were made in a fair and reasonable manner. 
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Duties of Voting Center Commissions 

The role played by the VCCS is the same as in most democracies. They 

are responsible for ensuring that the election law is applied at the 

polling station on election day, and that the voting activities are 

conducted in an orderly fashion. They are responsible for full 

accountability for all ballots and materials received for election day 

polling activity and ensuring that the number of voted ballots 

accurately reflect the number of eligible voters appearing to vote. 

They maintain the registry of voters casting ballots, and must verify 

both the identity and eligibility of each prospective voter. At the 

close of the polls, the VCCs also carry out the counting of ballots, 

and recording of the final results in their precinct. Their documents 

also include notations regarding any complaints, difficulties, or 

requests made by voters or candidates throughout the voting day and 

counting process,as well as decisions made by the VEC in response to 

those enquiries. Finally, they are responsible for the transport of 

all voted ballots, documents, unused ballots and materials and 

summaries of the voting center's results back to the zone for secured 

storage. 

Decentralization and Temporary status of the commissions 

Two critical issues deserve comment. The first relates to the obvious 

decentralization of administrative responsibilities for the conduct 

of the election. At the time of the IFES team's visit, criticism had 

been expressed that such extensive decentralization was problem.atic 

because there could be no assurance that the Central Election 

commission could sufficiently'fulfill its mandate to properly oversee 

the conduct9~ the election under the strict and equal implementation 

of the law. In addition, the concern was that political parties or 

election observers would not be able to adequately monitor critical 

functions. 
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The IFES team appreciates that such concerns reflected a justifiable 

caution in view of the country's history and tense political 

environment, and in view of events which clouded the conduct of 

elections just one year ago. In addition, Albania's lack of reliable 

communications adds to the concern. However, the team would suggest 

that decentralization is not, in and of itself, detrimental to the 

conduct of free and fair elections. Further, it is unlikely that a 

centralized system could have been organized with sUfficient 

sophistication, manpower and efficiency to meet the massive task at 

hand in the severely restrictive time lines required for this 
election. 

The second issue which deserves discussion relates to the temporary 

status of the Central Election Commission. Experienced election 

administrators would probably agree that a key ingredient for the 

efficient, uniform and accountable conduct of elections is continuity. 

An efficient election system evolves. with each election, lessons are 

learned leading to improvements and a streamlining of the system. 

Whether they relate to administrati ve technicalities, legal 

controversies, or logistics issues, nothing teaches like experience. 

Under the current law, Albania is not affording itself the benefit of 

such experience. The commissions serving in this last election 

created a solid base on which to build. Unfortunately, for future 

elections new commissions may be forced to reinvent the wheel, time 

and time again. In view of the severe time restrictions allowed under 

the law and with no institutional memory firmly established on which 

to draw, new commissions will find themselves with many of the same 

administrative difficulties, policy questions, and negative 

perceptions and allegations to deal with every time an election is 
called. 
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Recommendations: 

1. The IFES team believes that the creation of a permanent, 

civil service election office within the government is 

worthy of consideration. There could be many viable 

scenarios including a small full-time permanent 

depoli ticized staff augmented by the current temporary 

political appointments during peak election cycles, or a 

staff of political appointees serving for rotating terms, 

or a combination. In any case, the development of 

professional election administrators would provide the 

continuity and expertise needed to maintain an efficient, 

consistent and accountable election system on an on-going 
basis. 

There is tremendous potential for a permanent election 

agency to overcome some of the difficult challenges which 

can not be adequately resolved in the 35-day time period 

prior to an election and which promulgated many of the 

allegations challenging the integrity and efficiency of the 

system. For example, concerns about potential 

irregularities were raised because the Commission could not 

provide a definitive projection of the number of voters, or 

lists of polling sites or zonal maps. Several of these 

issues are discussed in more detail in other sections of 

this report, but briefly, an on-going agency could be 
responsible for: 

a. formalizing, updating and maintaining administrative 

policy decisions through supplemental regulations or 
procedure manuals; 

b. formal delineation of zonal, district and precinct 
boundaries; 
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2. 

c. assisting in the creation and maintenance of a master 

voter registry with periodically scheduled updates, to 

minimize the additions and corrections needed prior to 
an election; 

d. registration of parties; 

e. on-going dissemination of voter information; and, 

f. development of formalized training programs and 

preparation of training materials for election workers. 

Of key importance is the dictate of law which stipulates 

that the election commissions are "independent bodies and 

answer for their activity only before the law." In view 

of the late addition to the law of Article 92 and the 

creation of the ad hoc Secretariat in addition to the CEC, 

it might be appropriate to formally define the chain of 
command between the two bodies. In a critical situation 
regarding a key question of policy, there should be clear 

guidance as to where the ultimate authority lies. The 

cooperation between these two agencies in the conduct of the 

March 22, 1992 general election proved productive in the 

final analysis, however, such a clarification of each 

agency 1 s authority could alleviate potentially damaging 

suspicions, allegations and delays, and provide a solid 

basis for the interfacing of the two agencies in future 
elections. 
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IV. THE LAW ON ELECTIONS FOR THE PEOPLE'S ASSEMBLY 

(See Appendix A for complete law) 

The Law on Elections clearly and decisively promotes sound democratic 

principles and provides appropriate general guidelines for the 

policies and procedures underpinning the election process. Clearly, 

the principles it embodies were carefully and conscientiously thought 

out. The legal advisors and parliamentary members who fostered this 

law are to be commended for their research, vision and clarity of 

thought. The law reflects the adapt ion of successful laws from 

other democracies. But equally important, it also includes 

interesting and innovative solutions to problems encountered by other 

countries as they develop democratic institutions, and adds unique 

provisions which respond directly to the sensitivities of the 

Albania's historic, political and social environment. What makes the 

effort even more remarkable is that this law was finalized and enacted 

in less than two weeks. It was signed into effect on February 4, 

1992, less than 6 weeks prior to the first election to which it would 

apply. 

It is notable that the drafters were able to anticipate and address 

such a wide variety of issues and possibilities so thoroughly and in 

such a practical manner. The law sets well delineated guidelines 

covering: 

1. the rights ang qualifications of voters and candidates; 

2. procedures for the election of a unicameral national 
~-

3 . 

legislature from single member districts, based on a 

combined majority/proportional representation system; 

the creation of and the functional roles of three-tiered 

administrative authorities for the conduct of the election; 
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4. procedures for the registration of candidates; 

5. campaign activity including party and candidate rights to 

media access and campaign funding; 

6. preparation of voter registries; 

7. delineation of zones, and selection and staffing of polling 
sites; 

8. detailed procedures for election-day activity at the polls; 

9'; detailed rules for the casting of votes and counting or 

invalidation of voted ballots, and the reporting of the 
results; 

10. extensive participation of political parties in various 

administrative and policy-making phases of the process; 

11. appeal procedures; 

12. corrupt election practices and penalties imposed on 

individuals engaging in such practices; 

13. authorization and participation by both foreign and domestic 

observers before, during and after the election; and, 

14. the precise calendar of events specifying the deadlines by 

which various election activities must be accomplished. 
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Democratic Character of the Law 

Several key features validate the democratic character of the law. 

who has not been convicted of a crime or declared mentally incompetent 

by a court, and also guarantees that each person's vote is secret. 

It provides for the automatic registration of citizens based on their 

civil records on file with municipal authorities and from which their 

national ID cards were issued, with no additional effort required on 

the part of the voter unless the voter moves or will be away from his 

regular polling area on election day. 

Provisions are incorporated to ensure easy access to the polls by the 

broadest spectrum of voters. First, the law requires that elections 

be held on a day which is not a regular work day, making a visit to 

the polls more convenient. It is concise in establishing objectives 

which are to be met in the selection of voting centers based on 

reasonable numbers of voters, and size and location of communities and 

villages. The law also accommodates the administrative transfer of 

the names of military personnel from their regular registries to voter 

registers in the location where they are stationed. And, the law 

calls for the set up of voting centers in hospitals, sanitariums and 

similar institutions. It even provides for the establishment of 

voting centers at work sites where there are more than 50 voters 

employed, and when the work site is more than 3 km from the nearest 

voting center. Allowances are also included which authorize 

individuals who have difficulty in voting to receive assistance in 

casting their ballots. 

Any citizen over the age of 21 may run for office as a representative 

of a party, o~as an independent candidate. Reasonable and attainable 

p'etitioning requirements are established affording liberal access to 

the ballot. In a general way the election law provides for a 

limitation on any single individual's power by prohibiting deputies 

of the assembly from holding any other elected or appointed local or 

national office. 
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Majority/Proportional Representation 

It is in this area that the Law on Elections of the People's Assembly 

exhibits a unique and innovative approach to determining the manner 

in which seats in the Assembly will be awarded. The system provides 

for a two-round majority system which is then augmented to achieve 

proportional representation based on the total number of votes 

received by each party in the first round. The country is divided 

into 100 zones, the territories of which are determined to the degree 

possible on approximately equal populations. A candidate is elected 

by direct vote in each of the 100 zones. However, the law calls for 

a legislature made up of at least 140 members. The first 100 seats 

are determined by direct vote. At least 40 additional seats are 

distributed to achieve proportional representation and redress any 

inequities in achieving that end which result from the simple majority 

system. The total number of compensatory seats can exceed the lower 

limit of 40 to the extent necessary to achieve overall proportional 

representation. However, mathematically, it would require an extreme 

skew in the distribution of votes and seats in the zones to result in 
a dramatic excess over 140. 

election involving over 500 

compensatory seats required to 

In the case of the March 22, 1992 

candidates, the final number of 

meet proportionality fell within the 
minimum 40 provided for in the law, resulting in a legislature of 

exactly 140 members. (See Appendix B for Election Results). 

In the first phase, candidates in each zone directly oppose one 

another during the general election. If the top candidate of the zone 

receives at least 50% of the· votes cast, be or she is elected and 

certified to a seat in the legislature. If no candidate receives 50% 

or more of the vote, th~ top two candidates face each other in a run---
off election one week later, to determine the zone's winner by direct 
election. 

The second phase of the system assigns the additional 40 or more seats 

to party candidates identified on supplemental candidate . lists 
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supplied by any party who has successfully nominated candidates in at 

least 33 zones distributed in at least 9 of the country's 27 

administrative districts. Parties failing to achieve these criteria 

are not entitled to submit supplemental lists and do not benefit from 

the subsequent adjustment implemented to achieve proportional 

representation. From the supplemental candidate lists of the parties 

who have qualified, additional seats are awarded to parties based on 

their proportional share of their total nationwide votes earned in the 

first round. 

This interesting approach provides opportunities for smaller parties 
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to strengthen their representation. At an extreme, it allows smaller 

parties to gain seats even if they do not win a single seat in the I 
direct vote rounds. Assume that a party has qualified to submit a 

supplemental list of candidates, but fails to win a clear victory in 

any zone under the direct majority system. If that party achieves 

greater than the required threshold of 4% of the total votes cast 

nationwide, they would be eligible to hold a proportion of the total 

number of seats in the final legislative body, equal to the share of 

the initial vote their party's candidates received cumulatively 

nationwide in the first round. They would gain these seats through 

the mathematical distribution of the compensatory seats. Individuals 

selected to hold the seats are designated from among the names 

provided by the party on their supplemental candidate list, in order 

of their appearance on the list. 

As a short side note, it is important to understand that the second 

,.round can have an influence on the eventual total number of seats 

making up the parliament even 'though the proportions are based on 

first-round results. F~r example, if there was a circumstance where --
an extraordinary number of run-off elections was required, a strong 

party sweep in the second round by a single party could alter or 

significantly increase the number of compensatory seats election 

officials anticipate based on the known vote percentages of the votes 

garnered by each party in the first round. But again, it would take 
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an extreme circumstance to result in a legislature significantly 

larger than 140 members. 

It should also be noted that when final results and distributions of 

supplemental seats are awarded, the overall percentage of seats held 

by a party may appear to be higher or lower than their actual share 

of the first round vote. That is because the shares of votes earned 

by parties failing to achieve the 4% threshold are not projected into 

the distribution of proportional seats. When the final number of 

legislative seats is known and the distribution of supplemental seats 

is accomplished, the proportion of seats actually held by the parties 

falling below the threshold will be smaller than their apparent share 

after the first-round results. The size of the legislature may have 

increased with the compensatory seats, however their number of seats 

will not have increased, leaving them with a smaller share of the 

larger body which has resulted. 

Campaigns 

A serious attempt is also made in the election law to provide an 

equitable guideline regarding campaigning and access to the media. 

Under the law, any citizen or political party has the freedom to 

campaign through rallies, meetings, radio, television, press or other 

media. Local government officials are mandated to provide equal 

propaganda opportuni ties to every party. Access to radio and 

television time is proportionately provided based on the number of 

candidates fielded by the party. However, on the last day before the 

election, .. - all parties are allowed air time to broadcast their 

poliiical messages. 

Further, the law calls for state contributions of funding for 

campaigns based on uniform, criteria which takes into account a 

proportionate contribution based on the number of candidates fielded 

by a party, and the number of votes the party won in a previous 

national election. Under the first standard, new parties are 
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provided equal access to funding. The second standard, of course, 

provides an advantage to stronger, existing parties, which may not be 

unreasonable in view of the fact that they are subsidized directly 

proportionately to their proven viability among measurable popular 

constituencies. The law further requires that once funded, a party 

which fails to receive at least 3% of the votes cast in the zones in 

which it has fielded candidates, is obliged to repay the amount it 

received from the state. 

The campaign statutes provide some restrictions which attempt to 

ensure equity among parties and candidates, discourage unethical 

campaign practices, and prohibit campaigning in depoliticized 

institutions, local government offices, and military installations. 

Al though the thrust of the IFES team's focus was on the technicalities 

of the actual administration of the election itself rather than the 

partisan political aspects, it was interesting to note that the 

Political Party Law also seeks to curb undue influence from outside 

sources. For example, the law allows for parties to accept funding 

from foreign political parties or international unions of parties as 

long as it does not exceed the amount awarded to the party by the 

Albanian government. It is not clear how such contributions are 

monitored or how non-monetary resources or contributions of 

commodities provided to parties from outside sources might 

under the law. Further the Party Law prohibits 

contributions from foreign governments. 

be treated 

political 

In addressing the various concerns related to campaigning, the Law on .. , .. 
Electi6ns includes prohibitions on: 

1. the vandalizing of a candidate's or party's campaign 

materials; 

2. campaigning by anyone who is not an Albanian citizen; 
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3 . 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

disruption or interruption of a legal campaign rally or 
meeting; 

propaganda which slanders or defames a candidate or party; 

campaigning, or distribution of campaign materials in any 

state or local government office or military institution, 

or by military personnel while on duty; 

publication of any pUblic-opinion survey within the 8 days 
prior to the election; 

the display or distribution of any campaign material in 
voting centers; 

the use of any building or facility owned by a political 

party or depoliticized state institution as a voting center; 

entry of any armed individual, including military personnel, 
into the voting stations; and, 

the appearance of a military unit at the polling station, 

or the appearance of any military person in uniform unless 

the individual is on duty and at the polling center for the 
purpose of voting. 

It is interesting that several articles focus on the rights and 

restrictions dil:"ectJ,y related to military personnel. Perhaps to ease 

the concern of undue influence from authorities over men in uniform, 

or to dilute~Jlotential for a mobilized involvement of the military in 

political affairs, the new law includes a significant modification. 

During the 1991 election, voting centers were located on military 

installations, and most military personnel voted on base. Under the 

new law servicemen are integrated into the regular civilian registries 
and vote at neighborhood voting centers. 
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The Right to Appeal Decisions of Commissions 

The law affords reasonable appeal provisions should any voter or 

candidate be negatively affected by a rUling made against them by an 

election commission at any level. The appeal process accommodates 

administrative remedies at progressively higher levels of the 

commissions up through the CEC, and ultimately provides for a legal 

resolution in the court system should administrative remedies fail to 

adequately resolve the issue. And, the law attempts to establish an 

expedi tious time frame in which each level of appeal has to be 

accomplished in order that a resolution may be achieved in time to 

ensure that the complainant is not disenfranchised. The following 
table illustrates the time frame for appeals. 
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TIME TABLE FOR APPEALS 

VOTER REGISTRIES: 

2 Days 

3 Days 

Each citizen may request a correction of errors or omissions 
on the voter registry to the official entity responsible for 
compiling the registry in his local area. The official must 
make a decision WITHIN TWO DAYS of the request. 

The official's decision may be APPEALED to the District 
Court WITHIN 3 DAYS of the decision. In the presence of the 
citizen making the appeal and the official whose decision 
is challenged, the court announces its decision immediately 
and the court's decision is final. 

DECISIONS OF ZONAL COMMISSIONS: 

3 Days 

3 Days 

3 Days 

3 Days 

Decisions made by Zonal Election Commissions may be appealed 
to the Central Election Commission WITHIN 3 DAYS of the 
announcement of a decision. (Article 49) 

The Central Election Commission must announce its finding 
WITHIN 3 DAYS of the appeal. (Article 49) 

Decisions of the Central Election Commission may be appealed 
to Supreme court WITHIN 3 DAYS of the Central Election 
Commissions decision. (Article 50) 

Supreme Court must render a final decision WITHIN THREE DAYS 
of the appeal. (Article 50) 
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With regard to the appeal process, it is appropriate to comment on 

circumstances which drew suspicion and allegations of unfairness, but 

which when reviewed objectively authenticate the effectiveness of the 

appeal process. 

In the 1991 election, an organization was formed by Greek-Albanians 

in the southern towns of Gj irokaster and Sarande called "Omonia". 

Although the organization was not officially a political party, in the 

1991 election non-party organizations were allowed to field 

candidates. An administrative decision was apparently made at the 

time, 'however, that they could only nominate candidates in those 

geographic areas where their organization was formed, making it 

impossible for voters in other parts of the country who may have 

aligned themselves in that direction from voting for other candidate's 

who might also have been nominated by "Omonia". 

In the Political Parties Law adopted in the summer of 1991, a 

prohibition was set against parties formed on a religious, ethnic or 

regional basis. Questions were raised as to whether or not this 

language was a direct attempt to systematically exclude this ethnic 

group from participating in the nomihation aspect of the election 

process. 

The Union for Human Rights Party, apparently supported by "Omonia" and 

led by ethnic Greek-Albanian leaders, was officially formed in 

February of 1992. By early March, the party had nominated 36 
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candidates, just over the number of nominees required to be eligible 

for compensatory seats in the legislature. The certification of 

candidates is handled at the zonal level and requires the verification 

of the candidate's petition and its incumbent supporter signatures by 

the Zonal Election Commission. In mid-March the CEC announced that 

11 of the party's candidates had been rejected by the zones due to 

irregularities or insufficiencies in their petitions. The rejection 

of so many petitions belonging to this party caused criticism and 

distrust in view of other events affecting Greek-Albanians and their 

organized participation in the political arena. 

The decisions of the zones were challenged by the party and the 

candidates and appeals were brought to the CEC. In each case the CEC 

upheld zone decisions. still dissatisfied with the outcome, the party 

sought remedy with the High Court as is allowed by law. Of the 11 

challenges brought before the court by the Union for Human Rights, the 

court upheld the CEC's decision on 7 cases, and overturned the CEC on 

4. The 4 successful candidates were then added to the ballots for 

their zones. The court's favorable rulings in the 4 cases were not 

enough to re-qualify the party for a share of the compensatory seats. 

Nor did the actions of the court address the larger question regarding 

the philosophic appropriateness or potential ramifications of the new 

party law prohibiting formation of parties based on ethnic, religious 

or regional platforms. However, the process demonstrated that the 

rejection of the petitions was apparently not based on trivial issues 

and was not a purposeful attempt to exclude this group. Rather, their 
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decisions had been founded on rational grounds sufficient to warrant 

the zone's decisions being upheld by the High Court in the majority 

of cases. More importantly, it was a test that proved the viability 

and credibility of the appeal process afforded in the law. 

The Election Calendar 

If there is a single feature of the Law on Elections which is 

significantly problematic, it is the time table established for the 

conduct of the election. It is obvious that the drafters of the law 

attempted to create a logical timetable within the given parameters 

which required this election to be held within a 3S-day time period. 

However, the law underestimates the time necessary to accomplish the 

various tasks required in the conduct of a national election. It was 

certainly evident in the March 22, 1992 election that many of the 

deadlines simply could not be met. The IFES team believes that the 

unrealistic time table was the largest single factor contributing to 

some of the deficiencies which could have potentially jeopardized the 

integrity of the election. The fact that the officials, 

administrators and poll workers were able to carry out the election 

with the degree of success they achieved in spite of .these 

debilitating factors is a testament to their intelligence, competence, 

and commitment. As the following table illustrates, the timing of key 

events is simply too restrictive. 
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DEADLINE 

22 MARCH 

ELECTION TIME TABLE 

According to 
LAW ON ELECTIONS FOR THE PEOPLE'S ASSEMBLY 

OF THE REPUBLIC OF ALBANIA 

22 MARCH 1992 GENERAL ELECTION 

REQUIREMENT/FUNCTION 

ELECTION DAY: Polls 7:00 - 18:00 
(Extended until all voters present 
have voted.) 

counting of ballots begins when polls 
have been closed. 

ARTICLE 

64 

26 

24 Hours Prior Campaign period ends. 51 

2 Days Prior 

7 Days Prior 

8 Days Prior 

15 Days Prior 

20 Days Prior 

Final revision of registries to 
correct rolls for voters who have 
moved, are registered twice, died, etc. 

All Electoral Subjects are allowed to 
broadcast brief synopsis of their 
program. 

Electoral Subjects may replace a 
registered candidate who has died or 
withdrawn. 

Electoral Subjects nominating joint 
candidates in zone must notify Zone 
Commission of ratio for distribution 
of joint votes to be counted 
nationwide. 

53 

18 

10 

Zone Commissions make candidates' 16 
names and their electoral subjects pUblic. 

Members of the Council of Ministers, 19 
Chairmen, Deputy Chairmen and 
Secretaries of executive committees 
must be released from their jobs in 
zones where they perform duties. 

Candidates for People's Assembly must 
be registered by Zone Election 
Commissions. 
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DEADLINE 

20 Days Prior 

20 Days Prior 

25 Days Prior 

30 Days Prior 

35 Days Prior 

REQUIREMENT/FUNCTION ARTICLE 

Electoral Subjects fielding candidates 15 
in 33 zones in 9 districts may submit 
lists of up to 100 candidates for 
supplementary seats. 

Voting center Commissions approved 39 
by Zone Commissions based on proposal 
of temporary pluralist executive 
committee after consultation with 
parties. 

Voter Registries must be made public. 21 

Lists of military voters are compiled 22 
and published by nearest pluralist 
executive committee to their temporary 
duty station. 

Zone Election Commissions approved 37 
by the Central Election Commission. 

Voting Centers must be announced. 
as set up by temporary pluralist 
executive committees. 

Number of Zones according to districts 
approved by President based on proposal 
of the Council of Ministers. 

Members of Central Election Commission 
must be approved by President based on 
party proposals. 
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There are several examples which may serve to illustrate the 

difficulties imposed by the tight deadlines. First, the law requires 

that the membership of the CEC must be determined at least 35 days 

prior to the election, based on the proposals of the political 

parties. By that same deadline, the delineation of zones must be 

approved by the President based on the proposal of the 'Council of 

Ministers. Because of the mandate requiring that the election be held 

within 35 days, it means that those major decisions were required to 

be made on the same day as the proclamation calling for the election, 

giving no time to parties or the Council of Ministers to adequately 
prepare their proposals. 

From the day of the proclamation when the clock starts ticking, 

executive committees of the local jurisdictions have only 5 days to 

select and announce the locations of the voting centers. Under 

Article 32 the voting centers are to be announced at least 30 days 

prior to the election. With over 5200 voting centers involved, it 

seems unrealistic that the task can be accomplished in only 5 days. 

In addition, under Article 38 the zonal commissions are responsible 

for overseeing the establishment of the voting centers, yet, the 

appointments of the zonal commissioners are not finalized until 5 days 
later, or 25 days prior to the election. 

Twenty-five days prior to the election is also the day by which the 

executive committees are required to have completed the compilation 

of the voter registries and have them available for pUblication. This 

means that the voter registries are also to be completed before the 

zone commissions are even appointed, and yet the law provides that the 

zone commissions are charged with overseeing the preparation of the 

lists. And,-of course;-- because it is a manual system involving the 

identification and listing of over 2 million voters, 10 days seems 
prohibitive. 
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within 5 days of the deadline for their appointment, the zone 

commissions are required to approve the voting center commissions 

based on proposals of the executive committees after consultation with 

the political parties. In other words, the legal deadline established 

in the Law on Elections requires the zone commissions to appoint all 

the poll.workers for the election in just 5 days. In itself that 

means they have 5 days to recruit over 26,000 poll workers who must 

be equally representative of the political parties fielding candidates 

I 
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in each zone. Interestingly, under Article 13, the deadline for this I 
activity falls on the same day by which party candidates must be 

registered by the zone. The registration of a petition for a 

candidate requires the verification of 400 signatures on the petition. 

Time must be allowed for the verification process especially in view 

of the number of petitions which may be received in any given zone. 

since the candidate registration deadline falls on the same day as the 

appointment of voting station workers, it might be difficult for zone 

commissions to know exactly which parties will need representation on 

VCC's in their zone if the verification process takes more time to 

complete. This factor alone makes it impossible to meet the deadline 

for the appointment of voting center commission members. 

sometimes, even where a deadline is an absolute necessity, none is 

established, leaving certain activities open ended. For example, in 

Article 18, if a candidate withdraws or dies after being registered, 

the party may register a new candidate up to 7 days before the 

election. The law also provides, in the event that the withdrawal or 

death should occur within the 7-day period, for a replacement 

candidate to be presented from the party's supplemental. candidate 

list. However, the law does not establish a final deadline for 

changes to be made that_would allow adequate time for the change of --
candidate to be printed on the final ballot. If the printing of 

ballots is to be completed in time for the election, it is critical 

that there is an administrative cut-off for modifications for ballot 

printing. 
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In the weeks and days just prior to the election, many of the concerns 

and allegations raised regarding the seeming lack of transparency 

being afforded by the CEC stemmed from the fact that information such 

as the number of registered voters, numbers and locations of voting 

centers, and names of zone commission chairmen were not public. Some 

international and domestic observers, as well as members of the 

international press suggested that the information was being withheld 

intentionally, while others raised questions about the preparedness 

of the government, 

out the election. 

and the competence of the Commissions in carrying 

The IFES team believes that an objective review 

of the time frame allowed for this election, compounded by the 

familiar shortages of commodities and a less than reliable 

communication system throughout the country illustrates the real 

handicap under which administrators were working. In view of these 

constraints, their efforts in pulling off this election were heroic. 

General Issues 

The Law on Elections for the People's Assembly is worthy of 

commendation as a sound legal document on which to build toward 

democratization. It is clear that the guidelines the law presents are 

generally consistent with European and international standards and 

they furnish adequate assurances to provide a basis for free and fair 

elections. In its review of the law and its applications, the IFES 

team did note that certain points may need additional clarification. 

It is possible that some of the questions are a result of weaknesses 

in the English translation. However, certain areas of the law appear 

to lack specificity which-might result in controversies or conflicts 

in future elections. There also appear to be sections which conflict 

with one another. And,. there are articles that may be in conflict 

with articles of other laws which have also been recently enacted. 

The IFES team points to a few examples to illustrate the kinds of 

issues that deserve further legal review. 
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An example can be found in Article 14 which prescribes the required 

contents of a candidate petition and the authority of a zone 

commission in determining its sufficiency. The section provides that 

when a petition is found to contain irregularities, the subject is 

given two days to make the necessary corrections. The law then 

states, "In the event this is not done, the election commission makes 

the appropriate decision." The wording is vague and implies that the 

commission has some discretion in making its determination. When 

questioned about the latitude given the zone commissions in these 

instances, the CEC indicated that if the petition is not corrected, 

it must be rejected. If that is the intent, then the wording of the 

law should reflect it clearly to eliminate potential controversies 

over interpretation or inconsistent applications of the law which 

could result. 

with regard to the method by which decisions of the various 

commissions are made, the law addresses the issue in two different 

ways. Article 24 which establishes the three levels of election 

commissions states, "The decisions of these commissions are adopted 

by the majority of votes." Simply stated the law would suggest that 

the majority of votes is based on the full membership of the 

commission making the decision. However, Article 44 leaves that 

premise in question. In that article, the law provides that 

commission meetings are considered valid when more than half of the 

members are present, and that "decisions at these meetings are made 

by a majority vote." The two approaches to the decision-making issue 

leave to interpretation what constitutes a "meeting." Under the 

latter article cited, the term "majority" in practical terms means 

. something quite different than in the first citation. When one 

considers the significance of party participation in the decision---
making process which provided the most important element in ensuring 

that the March 22 election was free and fair, the diminished concept 

of "majority" could potentially jeopardize the benefits of the party 

participation policy. 
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Perhaps there is a misunderstanding among observers, but some 

expressed a belief that under the military reorganization law enacted 

late in 1991, members of the military may not be members of a 

political party, and that no officers of the military may be 

candidates. However, in the Law on Elections for the People's 

Assembly, the question of their participation as candidates is related 

in a different manner. In Article 19, compulsory and active service 

military men cannot be nominated as candidates for deputies of the 

Assembly, "in the zones where their military detachments and units are 

installed." This wording suggests that, indeed, they could be 

candidates from other zones. If a disparity does exist between the 

two laws it is overcome by Article 93 which resolves conflicts in the 

law by abrogating any other provision which is incompatible. However, 

it would be advisable for the new lawmakers to clarify intent and 

eliminate conflicting passages, especially when they deal with such 

significant issues as ballot access. 

The representation of all parties throughout the process offered 

valuable credibility to the equity with which this election was 

carried out. However, it is interesting to note that, as stated, the 

sections of the law which dictate this policy leave some loopholes 

that could alter its effectiveness in future elections. Of greatest 

significance is the section which deals with the composition of the 

Central Election Commission itself. Article 35 places responsibility 

for the appointment of members of the CEC with the President, "based 

on the proposal of the political parties." However, the article does 

not clearly mandate the President's obligation to accept, modify or 

reject the proposal. There, is no clear mandate with regard to the 

'number or balance of parties which must be represented on the 

Commission. While the balance was equitably and reasonably 
~-

accommodated in the creation of the CEC for this election, such equity 

and assurance is not necessarily guaranteed by the law in its current 

form. There can be no certainty in predicting that future presidents 

will always be as predisposed to achieving a fair and diverse 

representation of parties when making their CEC appointments. 
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The articles dealing with appointments to zone and voting center 

commissions are more explicit in that they require "a representative 

of electoral subjects that have nominated candidates in that zone." 

Even this language could be strengthened with an amendment which 

requires composition that includes, "a representative of each 

electoral subject that has nominated a candidate in that zone." Other 

versions which set specific parameters for reasonable levels of party 

representation could still be mandated even if lawmakers find it 

necessary to set a maximum number of members for each level of 

commission. This is worthy of consideration in order to offset 

potential logistic problems which might occur if at some point the 

number of parties is so great that efficient functioning of the 

various commissions might be impeded by too large a membership. The 

law could establish a formula setting an acceptable mix of party 

representation across a zone, for example, even if each individual vee 

did not have a member from every party. In any case, the major issue 

at hand should be clarification that ensures continuation of.the wide 

participation of parties which proved so beneficial during the March 

22, 1992 election. 

Recommendations: 

serious consideration should be given to the development of 

an election calendar which more accurately reflects the 

real time necessary to adequately prepare for the election. 

A law which cannot .be implemented does not serve the' public 

interest, and·.puts administrators in a vulnerable position 
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with regard to how their competence and uniform compliance I 
with the law is perceived. Thirty-five days is simply too 
~-

restrictive in view of the vastness and complexity of the 

task. Whether it is the new constitution which will set 

the deadline by which an election must be held after 

Parliament is dissolved, or whether the election law itself 

should set the deadline, it is very important that practical 
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2. 

3. 

realities be taken into account. while it is critical that 

the country not be left without a governing body for too 

long a time, the IFES team suggests that an extension not 

to exceed 60 days might be more realistic. The interim 
deadlines established for various election activities should 
adjusted accordingly. 

Lawmakers should give consideration to the establishment 

of some level of a permanent election administration agency 

to manage certain on-going support functions which are 

required for all elections, such as maintenance of voter 

registries, continuing voter education, formalization of 

zone boundaries, preparation and maintenance of policy and 

instruction manuals, etc. Such a move would ensure that a 

new wheel does not have to be invented every time an 

election occurs. In addition, the election system would 

benefit from the continuity afforded by institutional memory 

and improved efficiency borne out of experience. 

Development of a permanent infrastructure would also ease 

some of the logistic problems and irregularities which could 

have negatively affected the last election. 

In view of the practical experience gained in the conduct 

of the March 22 election, it is recommended that the law 

be reevaluated in terms of clarifying legislative intent 

where the language of the law is vague or subject to 

interpretation. Amendments should be considered which would 

remove looph~les where opportuni ties for misuse could 

diminish the effectiveness of the law. The law should also 

be reviewed to ensure that consistency is maintained among 
-~ 

various articles dealing with similar issues, as well as 

compared with other laws on the books to ensure that they 
are not incompatible. 
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V. ELECTION PREPARATION 

preparation of the Voter Registry 

Fundamental to the viability of a democratic election is the accuracy 

and completeness of the registry of voters eligible to participate in 

the election. However, in any democracy, no matter how sophisticated 

the system or experienced the election administrators, creation and 

maintenance of accurate voting lists continually confounds election 

officials around the world. with the severe limitations which 

hampered election officials in Albania, officials managed to do a 

generally creditable job in accomplishing this massive task. 

In Albania there is no mandatory requirement that voters take 

affirmative action to become registered if they want to participate 

in the election. Rather, the registration of voters is an internal 

administrative responsibility carried out by the executive committees 

(municipal authorities) throughout the country with responsibility for 

oversight being vested in the Zone Election Commissions. citizens are 

registered to vote automaticallY based on the civil records maintained 

by the local authority. Every Albanian citizen is required to apply 

for a national ID card when he or she reaches the age of 16. In 

addition, most families must apply to the authorities for assignment 

to their places of residence. From these and other civic records 

maintained on permanent file, local authorities have extensive 

information about the citizens residing in their jurisdictions. 

Local officials create the voter registries based on the citizen 

records maintained in their offices. Because housing and employment 

options have historically been controlled by the state, transiency 
-~ 

is somewhat limited, and most people remain in the same community and 

in the same residence for very long periods of time. Under these 

circumstances, creation of the voter registries is not only feasible, 

but also proved to be generally comprehensive and thorough. However, 

there were certain logistic limitations that hampered the process. 
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First, as was discussed in more detail earlier in this report, the 

time frame for the creation of the registers is far too restrictive. 

Secondly, the process is completed manually. And finally, preparation 

of the lists is somewhat hindered by the less than scientific manner 

in which zone and voting center boundaries are delineated. The law 

requires that a separate voter registry be set up for each voting 

center. The delays incumbent in the selection of over 5200 voting 

center locations impacted the timeliness of the creation and public 

posting of specific lists. 

Two concerns became apparent in the days preceding the election. The 

first related to the question of how voters would know whether or not 

they were accurately registered and where they were to vote since 

preliminary voter lists were not completed in many areas by the 

deadline established in the law. The second issue of concern was that 

the CEC was not able to provide reliable voter figures for use by 

parties and observers in their pre-election assessments, campaigns and 

post-election follow up. without a reliable breakdown of the voters 

by zone and by voting center, concerns were raised by many observers 

about how accountability could be ensured regarding the distribution 

and control of ballots, and the eventual reporting of credible 

election results. Many observers regarded the unavailability of a 

definitive listing of the numbers and distribution of voters as a 

crucial pitfall which jeopardized the integrity of the election. 

In spite of these reservations, the preparation of the voter lists was 

accomplished reasonably well. The IFES team observed posted voter 

lists in many precinct locations in advance of the election, but the 

timeliness of the posting was inconsistent. It is also very likely 

that in some areas lists were never posted in advance of the election 
-~ 

at all. However, based on the specific voting centers visited by the 

team on election day, the voter lists appear to have been 

comprehensive and complete and served voting officials quite well. 
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On each registration list voters were listed in numerical order, but 

not necessarily in alphabetical order because the lists are created 

manually. It should also be pointed out that some jurisdictions were 

well enough organized that prior to the election each voter in the 

jurisdiction was issued a small document which told them, not only the 

location of their voting center, but also their number in the 

numerical listing on the voter register. By taking this slip with 

them to the polls, it was easier for the officials to find their names 

on the list. In view of the time frame in which the officials had to 

work, this measure was an extraordinary accomplishment. 

The law makes every attempt to create procedures for voters who have 

moved, or who will be away from their normal location on election day 

to be transferred to the list of their new or temporary location so 

that they can vote. Changes in the official registries can be made 

up until 24 hours before election day. Voters initiate such changes 

by going to the municipal executive committee to request that his or 
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her registration be corrected or updated to reflect their change of I 
address or change of name. When a municipal executive committee acts 

on such a request, under Article 20 of the law it is its 

responsibility to advise the voter's former jurisdiction to ensure 

that the voter's name is removed from that site's register and that 

the voter is not registered twice. 

The transfer of a voter from one registry to another by the deadline 

established by law is accomplished by a complicated administrative 

transaction. In these instances the voter is actually added to the 

register at his new location so that when he appears on election day, 

he may be allowed to vote in the normal manner upon the presentation 

of his ID card. If the correction is not officially completed 24 
~-

hours or more before the election, the voter may not vote. It is 

important to make this distinction because there seemed to be some 

misunderstanding regarding the use of "certificates" for this process. 

There seemed to be a widespread belief that any voter who needed a 

change made in his registration just prior to an election was issued 
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a "certificate" which allowed him to go to his new polling place and 

cast his vote on election day. In actuality the issuance of 

"certificates" was narrowly focused on· a very limited number of 

voters. Only individuals serving as members of an election commission 

or as official election observers whose responsibilities would take 

them away from their own voting center on election day were eligible 

to receive a "certificate" which would allow them to vote at a 

different voting center. In the cases of these specified individuals 

a "certificate" was issued at the request of the subject nominating 

them to an official election post. Their status was indicated by a 

mark next to their name on their regular official register but their 

name was not removed from the list. Upon presentation of their 

"certificate" and 10 at their temporary voting site, their names were 

added to a supplemental register for that voting center. All other 

individuals had to follow the normal change of registration 

procedures. The use of "certificates" was very restricted. 

Other exceptions to the normal registration procedures were utilized 

for military personnel serving at duty stations away from their normal 

residence communi ties, and for persons residing in various 

institutions where voting centers were established. The registration 

of these individuals was administratively accomplished through the 

cooperation of executive committees of the local jurisdiction and the 

commands of military units and detachments and institutional 

directors. The local authorities of the temporary jurisdictions are 

responsible for notifying officials of the voters' former residences 

of the change. Once the former jurisdictions have been duly notified 

that voters have been assigned.to a registry. in the location of their 

duty stations, their names were removed from their former registries. 

Members of the military were issued a military certificate that -- . 

validated their assignment to their temporary voting center. 

Albanians living overseas were allowed to request that their names be 

added to the registry in the voting center where they formerly resided 

if they were going to be in the country on election day. Once their 
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names are officially added to the list, their international passport 

serves as their identification in lieu of a resident ID card, and 

their passport is stamped when they are issued a ballot to indicate 

that they have already voted. 

The voting status of overseas Albanians did stimulate some 

controversy. There was an impression that "certificates" could be 

issued widely to overseas voters resulting in votes cast by 

potentially ineligible voters who were not properly registered. Fears 

surfaced among some observers and parties that vast numbers of 

overseas voters would be brought across the borders specifically to 

vote and affect the outcome of the election. However, the addition 

of overseas residents to the voter registries required official 

registration through normal channels at least 24 hours before the 

election. Under the law, these voters were not eligible to receive 

temporary "certificates" as some observers had feared. If their names 

did not appear on the official registers and if they failed to request 

registration by the 24 hour cutoff, they were not permitted to vote. 

Especially in the southern area of the country where the greatest 

number of problems had been anticipated, there were a number of 

reports of people being turned away for these reasons. While they 

were denied a ballot in the first round, they were able to request 

registration for second round elections occurring in their areas. 

If there was a specific complaint involving registration procedures, 

it came from voters whose names did not appear on the official lists, 

and more specifically from voters who attempted to have their record 

corrected but were unsuccessful. It appeared that some voters did not 

understand the procedures. 

more frequently than it 
~-

reregistration found that 

'<' •• 

Another· circumstance that seemed to occur 

should have, was that voters needing 

on the day before the election when they 

attempted to transact an official change, local officials and zone 

commissioners were not available. In Albania offices normally close 

by 3:00 p.m. Voters arriving at the offices of election officials 

after that time found that there was no one to assist them. In 
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addition, because of the last minute preparation of voting centers and 

tasks related to the distribution of voting materials to the polling 

sites, election officials were busy with other responsibilities. In 

other instances, IFES team members found that zone commissions had 

not received any certificates with their other voting materials. It 

will be critically important that these administrative problems be 
overcome in the future. 

While some difficulties were experienced in the preparation of the 

voter registries, there was no question that officials made a 

concerted effort to do the most thorough job possible. In its public 

announcements, the CEC acknowledged that approximately 2,000 voters 

across the country fell victim to such difficulties which prevented 

them from voting. Spread over the 100 zones, that would amount to 

about 20 voters in each zone who were affected by registration errors 

and omissions. It is difficult to comment on the accuracy of the 

CEC's estimate. Even with the obvious flaws, however, the registration 

effort made by election officials did reflect their sincere commitment 

to the exercise. The IFES team believes that the final results of 

their work also reflected a degree of accuracy which would meet 

generally acceptable standards, especially in view of the logistics 
and time restrictions involved. 

The Ballots 

As noted earlier in this report, controversy surrounded the preprinted 

international ballots which had originally been subject of a request 

for international aid. with so little time for preparation before the 

March election, and in view of the severe shortages of paper in 

Albania at the time, ityas feared that the country was not adequately 
~~ 

prepared to ensure production of ballots in time. In response to the 

request, the U. S. Agency for International Development (USAID) 

promised to provide the ballots for the upcoming elections. In order 

to guarantee timely delivery, and because the deadline had not been 

established for the registration of candidates, the ballots were 
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generic, and did not contain the names of candidates. However, the 

design of these blank, generic ballots was consistent with the types 

of ballots that had been prepared and used for the 1991 election. 

Subsequent to USAID's fulfillment of the request, the Parliament was 

dissolved and the Central Election commission and ad hoc Secretariat 

were set in place. Unfortunately, other unanticipated circumstances 

inadvertently created a controversy over the international ballots. 

The united Nations, responding to a similar request for assistance, 

had sent an elections expert to Albania to provide technical 

assistance to the interim government and the CEC in making preliminary 

preparations for the administration of the elections. During the 

course of those advisory meetings, discussions arose about Albania's 

traditional use of blank ballots and the benefit of having candidates' 

names preprinted on the ballots. In addition, by this time the newly 

delegated authorities were able to secure an agreement with Italy to 

provide the needed paper which contributed to the impression that the 

ballots could indeed be printed in the country. 

There had been a good deal of suspicion expressed when government 

officials refused to accept the international ballots based on a 

decision made by the ad hoc Secretariat representing the council of 

Ministers. It is ironic that the subsequent misgivings came from 

both the government and the opposition. Government officials 

questioned the acceptability of the arrangements with USAID, while 

opposition forces appeared to view the rejection of the international 

ballots as grounds to question the government's commitment to hold the 

election on time. 

In light of these concerns, the IFES team took the initiative to view --
the printirig of the ballots at the Government of Albania printing 

house during an unannounced visit. IFES was allowed unencumbered 

access to the secured facility. The paper being used for the ballots 

was imported from Italy specifically for this purpose. In addition 

to providing space for the identification of the zone and voting 
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center from which each ballot would be issued, the ballots included 

the names of all certified candidates for the zone listed in 

alphabetical order and their party affiliations. 

The ballots were also designed to include several security features: 

1. The ballots were printed with a gray-green screen over the 

entire face of the ballot which served as a background for 

the text. The ink was similar to the gray-green print used 

on currency, and served to make reproduction difficult. 

2. In the upper left-hand corner of the ballot was a symbol 

which appeared similar to those found on puzzles which when 

v·iewed through a certain colored lens, reveal a secret 

message, word or picture. (The team was not able to 

determine if, indeed, a secret symbol could be deciphered 
in this manner.) 

3. Each ballot also provided space in which the Voting Center 

Commissions were to stamp their uniquely numbered seals at 

the time the ballot was issued to a voter from their site. 

4. The ballot also provided space for three members of the 

Voting Center Commission to affix their signatures on each 
ballot they issued. 

One of the chief concerns had been Whether or not the Central Election 
Commission would be able to 

election. As of March 18, 
print all the ballots in time for the 

all ballots had been printed with the 
exception of those for ,4 zones. The ballots of two other zones were 

~-

being held at the print shop awaiting word as to whether they would 

have to be reprinted to accommodate withdrawal and replacements of 
candidates, as allowed by law. 
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Training of Zone and voting center Commissions 

Based on extensive discussions with members of the CEC and secretariat 

and direct observations of their activities, the IFES team was 

satisfied that the procedures being implemented. In addition, the 

policies being enforced were sound. If implemented properly, the 

procedures certainly had the potential to satisfactorily meet commonly 

accepted standards for administering a fair and credible election. 

One of the major concerns of the IFES team, however, was whether or 

not there would be adequate training to ensure that zone commissions 

and voting center commissions could carry out election plans as they 

had been designed. The time constraints alone severely limited 

training opportunities. within the 3S-day period before the election, 

the CEC was compelled to formulate procedural decisions at every 

juncture, leaving very little time to prepare written and formalized 

instructions. In addition, given the transportation and communication 

limitations, distributing the information to all the zones and voting 

centers was extremely difficult. 

Throughout the team's stay, the CEC did manage to prepare a number of 

formal instruction documents covering a variety of subjects. They 

were presented in a format suggestive of a legal document or 

proclamation rather than an instruction manual. And much of this 

material was distributed in the final week before the election. 

One of the principal obstacles to formalized training was the fact 

that the CEC lacked adequate equipment for reproducing instruction 

materials early enough in the preparation phase of the election. The 

copying. machines provided through IFES were the first actually 

installed and available .. specifically for the CEC' s use. The result -- . 

was that even during training workshops, there were no materials or 

samples of forms available for review of the workers being trained. 

This was particularly notable during two training sessions which the 

IFES team attended. The first was a seminar organized by the 

Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) in cooperation 
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with the CEC, about one week before the election. At one point, zone 

commissioners and other participants were instructed on the use of the 

protocol which would be used by voting centers for maintaining their 

ballot accountability and reporting the results of the vote. However, 

there were no samples of the protocols available for distribution to 

the participants. Rather, the procedures were described orally. 

The IFES team also observed a training session organized by Zone 82 

for its voting center commissioners. The team had targeted this zone 

for direct observation follow-up throughout the process from beginning 

to end. Here again, there were no training materials available for 

distribution to the participants themselves. 

The team noted that at this particular session, a complete roll call 

was taken to make sure that representatives of each voting center were 

in attendance. Of the 43 centers in the zone, only one was not 

present. At the beginning of the session a speech was made by one of 

the zone commissioners reminding those present that the fate of this 

election rested in their hands. The commissioner stressed that the 

credibility, integrity and accuracy of the election was up to the 

voting center commissioners. It was their job to ensure that the 

election was fair and that it was in their hands that the country was 

placing its trust. With that message setting the tone for the 

meeting, each phase of the process was discussed. The primary tool 

was a copy of the law itself since many of the procedural questions 

are addressed clearly in the language of the law. Major sections 

dealing with the procedures for processing voters at the polls were 

read and discussed. Throughout the session the floor was open for 

questions, and it was clear that there were many. Notably, it 

appeared that the zone __ commissioners themselves were not entirely 
~~ 

confident about some of the issues. 

In spite of the limited opportunities and the shortage of commodities 

and materials which could have contributed to the training process 

significantly, it was evident that the procedures were generally 
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carried out in a satisfactory manner. In its observations of election 

day activity, the IFES team noted two particular factors that 

appeared to have filled the gap where formalized training may have 

fallen short. At several of the voting centers observed by the team, 

the commission had a small booklet on the election law. It was clear 

that these books had been well read. In several instances, the team 

noted that the booklets seemed to be well marked with notations, and 

that the law was used as a reference throughout the voting day. 

The other factor was the clarity of the instructions which were 

included in the materials themselves. Of particular note was the fact 

that the protocol form was written in a manner that made reporting 

requirements very clear. At virtually every voting site visited by 

the I~ES election consultant on election day, poll workers were asked 

if they had any difficulties understanding their responsibilities 

particularly with regard to completing the protocol. In every 

instance, commissioners commented that the forms were very clear and 

that they had no difficulty understanding what was required. 

It deserves comment that the lack of opportunity for formal and 

institutionalized training which would have been permitted had there 

been more time, may have resulted in some lack of uniformity in the 

manner in which procedural or policy questions were resolved from one 

zone to another. This may have been particularly true in the 

decisions made by voting center commissions regarding invalid ballots 

or ballots improperly or unclearly marked by the voters. If there 

were resulting technical shortcomings, however, it ·is important to 

note that they were eased by the fact that all decisions were made 
. 

with the joint participation of all political parties involved, and 

in full view of both domestic and international observers. within ... ,- _. 
each voting center, decisions had to be agreed to by a majority vote 

of its membership. Each member of the commission had to sign his or 

her name to the report of results. Such involvement by the parties 

of the contending candidates went far to ensure the fairness if not 

the systematic administration of the election, and the equitable and 
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accountable manner in which the voting center commissions carried out 

their responsibilities. 

The effectiveness, accuracy and efficiency with which the voting 

center commissions carried out their work is a testament to their 

intelligence, dedication and commitment in seeing that the election 

was carried out properly. However, training of officials on the zonal 

level before the local elections is strongly recommended. 

Secret Stamps for voting centers 

The IFES team was the only delegation provided full access to observe 

every step of the process regarding the assignment of a secret 

uniquely numbered stamp to each voting station. Only three of the 

Commissioners had access to the actual list which identified the 

randomly selected sequence of numbers which would be assigned to each 

zone. The team was present at the late-night session for the actual 

packaging of each voting center's stamp in a secret envelope which was 

closed to prevent tampering. 

There had been concern expressed that the stamps would be those used 

in a former election, since the Commission had refused to accept the 

stamps coming through IFES. The team inspected the stamps, and can 

testify that they were new, and that the care which went into the 

design of the security system for which the stamps were to be used was 

extensive and adequately implemented to provide the security intended. 

There was a degree of misunderstanging with regard to the manner in 

which each numbered stamp would be accounted for. The team had 

originally understood t~at the actual number of the stamp assigned to 
~~ 

a voting center was specifically identified on the secret list 

maintained by the three Commissioner's responsible for this phase of 

the process. In actuality, the accountability was not that refined. 

Rather, the three-member team had randomly selected a range of numbers 

which were secretly assigned to a zone. Each zone's range of numbers 
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was packed in a separate box from which a single stamp was blindly 

removed for sealing in an envelope for each voting center within the 

zone. The Commission would ultimately be able to track a number to 

verify that a certain voting center's stamp was in the correct range. 

In addition, it should be noted that the three-member team had 

personally called each zone to confirm the number of voting centers 

for which stamps would be needed. Because selection of the voting 

centers was decentralized and ongoing up through the day before the 

election, the exact number of sites was not exactly known. Each zone 

received a specific number of extra stamps to accommodate additional 

voting centers which might be put in place. The number of extra 

stamps was based on the total number of voting sites anticipated in 

the zone so that larger zones received more extra stamps than smaller 
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zones. The distribution of extra stamps did raise some concern. 

However, each zone had to account for each stamp issued from its I 
quarters, and return any stamps left unused, still in their sealed 

envelopes. I 
Packaging and Storage of Ballots and Materials 

The team observed the method for packing and accounting for the number 

of ballots actually issued to a zone for distribution. Each package 

of ballots was counted by two individuals, who had to sign their names 

to the package attesting to the number of ballots inside. The same 

procedure was followed for the packaging of election supplies, such 

as pens, stamp pads, etc. Because the system of creating the voter 

registers was decentralized and lists continued to be changed up to 

24 hours before the election, the actual number of voters was never 

really known before election day. However, estimates were provided 
~- -

to the Central Election Commission for each zone. 

Before distribution, the packages containing ballots and seals were 

stored in a secured area requiring three keys for access. The 

padlocks were also secured with sealing wax in the keyhole and 
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imprinted with a signet. In the case of the list of stamp 

distribution, no one had access to the area in which the list was 

sealed except the three-member team responsible for their security, 

and none of them could gain access to the area unless the other two 

members were also present. 

Distribution 

The IFES team also had the opportunity to observe the procedure by 

which zones retrieved their ballots. In the cases for which the team 

was present, two to three members of the zonal commission were 

present. The persons turning over the ballots and commodities were 

required to sign delivery documents as were the persons receiving the 

materials, attesting to their transfer. Each of the loads observed 

being taken away to the zones was accompanied by 3 or 4 armed 

policemen. While the numbers of witnesses and security people 

involved may have varied depending on the size and distance of the 

zone, the basic intent appeared to be sound. 

One of the areas where there could have been potential problems was 

at the zonal level where the packages of ballots were opened and 

broken down to smaller quantities to be repackaged for actual delivery 

to individual voting centers. The Central Election Commission I s 

instructions were for each zone to repackage ballots following the 

same procedures implemented at the CEC level. Each individual 

counting out and packaging ballots for a voting center had to sign the 

package attesting to the number of ballots enclosed. Individuals at 

the voting center had to sign for the ballots received, recounting to 

verify the accuracy of the count. The number of ballots received had 

to be accounted for in ~he protocol completed after the close of the 

polls on election day. 

From a cynical viewpoint, it was at this level that there could have 

been a potential for manipulation. Since each zone selected its own 

voting sites, repackaged the ballots for distribution, and was given 
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one or more extra seals, there would have been an opportunity for a 

zone to create a "bogus" voting center from which ballots could be 

falsely "voted" and reported. However, because at each step 

individual signatures of several individuals attesting to the activity 

would have been involved, it was unlikely that such a manoeuver would 

have been left undiscovered. At least, if a challenge were raised, 

there would have been the opportunity to determine the likely source 
of the fraudulent activity. 

Recommendations 

1. The registration process could be greatly enhanced with the 

development of an on-going registry. It might be feasible 

to create a national master registry based on the registers 

used for this .last election. By recruiting the services of 

the Institute of Information and Applied Mathematics 

(Informatike), on a permanent basis, for example, a data 

file could be created on computer disks for each zone. Once 

created, the information could be updated annually or on an 

alternative regular schedule lessening the massive effort 

presently required just before the election. The period 

just before the election could be devoted to corrections, 

updates and changes, and the printing out of formal lists 

for the voting centers. The result would not only be a 

comprehensive list, but would also enhance the timely 

posting of the preliminary lists for public information, 

provide more accurate and definitive estimates of the number 

2. 

of voters for administrative planning, and 

perception of transparency for parties, 

international and domestic observers who could 
access to the information. 

improve the 

candidates, 

have better 

It is critically important that voters be more adequately 

informed regarding the procedures for having their 

registration record corrected, transferred or updated. 
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3. 

4. 

More coverage should be given to this process on radio and 

television and in the printed media. In addition, it would 

be beneficial to establish extended formal hours in the 

offices of Zone Commissions and executive committees to 

ensure that voters have access to appropriate officials to 

make needed changes in the 24-hour period before election 

day to fulfill the intent of the law. 

The accountability implemented with regard to the 

distribution of a number range of stamp seals to each zones 

sufficed in providing a level of security for this election. 

However, in view of the fact that the exact number of voting 

centers remained unknown until election day, and that extra 

seals are also made available to each zone, greater 

accountability would have been ensured had the exact number 

of a seal assigned to each known voting center been recorded 

on the secret .list. When the seal was randomly pulled from 

a box containing the range of numbers assigned to a zone, 

the three CEC members responsible for the confidential list 

could have secretly listed the actual number next to the 

voting center ID on the list prior to sealing the stamp in 

its special envelope. This measure would also have provided 

an additional level of security where voting center results 

were called into the zone. The number of the seal could be 

used as an ID giving assurance that the individual calling 

in the results by telephone was a bona fide and authorized 
representative of the voting center. 

Training of election workers is always a critical aspect of 

election administration. Prior to the forthcoming local 
-~ 

elections, it would be most beneficial if appropriate 

training materials could be produced and duplicated for use 

during for the conduct of formalized training of zone and 

voting center commissions. Materials should include 

illustrations and examples of the actual forms which will 
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5. 

be used, as well as instructions regarding procedures and 

technical issues, how legal questions are to be answered, 

and how problems are to be resolved. These training 

materials would provide the visual aides necessary to 

augment oral instructions, and would also provide a valuable 

resource for election workers as they carry out their 
responsibilities on election day. 

IFES should make every effort in the run-up to the local 

elections to use its expertise to assist the Central 

Election Commission to produce poll-worker training 

materials and to design formal training seminars for zonal 

commissions workers who would then train VCC officials. In 

this '. way IFES would maximize impact and 

through the "trainer of trainers" method. 

leave behind a better trained civil 

leverage funds 

IFES would also 

service sector 
responsible for elections as well as targeted training 

materials which could be reused during future elections. 
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VI. PROCEDURES AT THE POLLS 

Preparation Before Voting Begins 

Prior to election day, the Voting Center Commissioners (VCC) prepare 

their polling place by setting up tables for their members, as well 

as tables for the party representatives and domestic observers who 

will be present throughout the voting day. Each polling site also 

has a curtained-off area or secret voting booths which allow the 

voters to mark their ballots in private, in addition, the names of the 

candidates and their parties appearing on the ballot are required to 
be posted outside the voting room. 

Under the law, the polls open at 7:00 a.m. and close at 6:00 p.m. The 

actual voting hours are extended to accommodate voters who are present 

at the closing hour, until they each have had the opportunity to cast 
their ballot. 

The VCC must take several preparatory steps prior to allowing the 

first voter to vote. In its observation activities on election day, 

it became apparent to the IFES team that the 7:00 A.M. opening time 

was frequently interpreted to mean that the Commission would begin its 

work at that time. That meant that the actual start of voting began 

sometime later when the Commission had accomplished its preparatory 

tasks. Voters who came early were required to wait quite some time 
before the first ballot was issued. 

Prior to processing the first voter, on~ of the key tasks is to 

- prepare the protocol by recording the actual number of ballots 

recei ved for which they are accountable. They also examine the 
-~ 

ballots to look for any which are misprinted, damaged or are otherwise 

unusable. These ballots are also counted and recorded on the 

protocol. To prepare them for issuance to voters throughout the day, 

the Voting Center Commissioners must affix their numbered stamp to 

each ballot and see that each ballot is signed by three of the 
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commissioners. At many sites the team noted that each ballot was 

signed by more than three commissioners, and in some instances they 

were signed by all the members. Just prior to the announcement that 

voting may begin, the ballot box is opened and displayed to those 

present to ensure that it is empty. It is then closed and sealed, and 

stamped with the voting center's uniquely numbered stamp. With these 

steps accomplished, the polls officially open so that voting may 
begin. 

voting Procedures 

When a voter presents himself to vote, he must present his national 

identification card or international passport. The election officials 

locate the voter's name on the official list and record the voter's 
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ID number next to his name. The voter is also required to sign his 

name to the registry. Only then is the voter issued a ballot. I 
In the event that a voter arrives at the polling site without the 

required identification, the Commission does not allow the person to 

vote. Any voters whose names do not appear on the list must be denied 

ballots as well, unless they have an authorized temporary 

"certificate" issued by an appropriate authority. These voters are 

listed on a supplemental register at the voting site. Decisions 

regarding voters with these kinds of problems are made by a majority 

of the VCC, and any challenges or complaints which result from their 

actions must be documented on the protocol forms for future reference. 

The notations provide the evidence in support of their decisions, and 

will ultimately be reviewed by the Zone Commission should the VCC's 
act.i·ons be appealed. 

The method of voting requires the voter to draw a line through the 

names of all the candidates except the one whom the voter wishes to 

elect. It is the name that is left exposed which receives the voter's 

vote when the ballots are counted. The law makes it clear that it is 

the candidate's name which dictates how the ballot is counted. 
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Marking or failing to mark the party name does not affect the 

countability of the ballot as long as a single candidate's name is 

left unmarked. As long as the voter's intention regarding his favored 

candidate is clear, the ballot is acceptable. 

Once the voter has marked the ballot, he folds it and returns to the 

open area to deposit it in the ballot box which stands in full public 

view throughout the day. Before the voter leaves the polling station, 

the commission makes sure that the voter's ID or international 

passport is stamped with the voting center's numbered stamp to 

identify the person as someone who has already voted. This procedure 

guards against a voter attempting to vote more than once. 

It is interesting to note that the law provides for the issuance of 

a replacement ballot if the voter makes an error in marking his 

ballot, casts his vote outside the secrecy booth or otherwise in 

public view, or damages his ballot. In these instances, the original 

ballot is retrieved and marked "invalid" by the Commission. A 

notation is made on the protocol, and the ruined ballot is retained 

by the Commissioners for accounting purposes at the end of the day. 

The voter is issued a replacement ballot which he may vote in the 
normal way. 

While voting continues, no one, not even the Voting Center 

Commissioners themselves, may enter the voting booth unless they are 

there to cast their own ballot. All others present are required to 

stay at least 3 meters away from the voting booth when it is in use. 

The only exception is afforded to a voter who needs assistance in 

understanding the instructions or in marking the ballot. That person 

is allowed to select SQmeone to assist him. The Chairman authorizes 

the assistant selected to join the voter in the booth, and makes a 

notation about the assistance given next to the voter's name in the 
registry. 
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Throughout the day, the Commissioners are required to ensure that the 

voting process continues in an orderly way, in compliance with the 

law. The IFES team that visited polling stations throughout the day 

did not observe any violations. However, the Chairman of the VCC is 

authorized to bring the voting to a halt if there is a disturbance at 

the voting site or if violations of election procedures are noted. 

If necessary, the Chairman may solicit the assistance of the police 

to restore order. When the violations are 

resume. If such instances occur, the Chairman 

the CEC immediately. 

corrected voting may 

is required to notify 

To provide the broadest opportunity for observation of as many polling 

sites as possible, the IFES team members separated on election day. 

The project manager joined forces with a member of the UN delegation 

to form a team and covered much of the area in the northeast part of 

the country surrounding Kukes. The election consultant traveled a 

shorter distance away focusing on more rural polling sites in the area 

of Librazhde from the capital city but allowing enough time to return 

to Tirana for observation in the capital as well. In all precincts 

directly observed by the members of the IFES team throughout the day, 

procedures appeared to be followed precisely. The processing of 

voters was handled in an extremely orderly manner. On the few 

occasions where questions arose in their presence, IFES team members 

noted that Voting Center commissions seemed very comfortable with 

referring to their copies of the law. There appeared to be 

considerable cooperation among the Commission members as they reached 

consensus in their interpretation of the relevant sections. While 

there appeared to be minor incons~stencies from one zone to another 

on how various election officials interpreted procedural requirements, 

they were riot of a sufficient magnitude to cause concern. 
~~ 

In subsequent discussions with other international observers there was 

a general consensus that polling day activity had been generally 

conducted in compliance with the law, proceeding in 

orderly fashion. Irregularities or departures 
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procedures were minimal, and not considered detrimental to the overall 

fairness of the election. There was general agreement that election 

day activity was remarkably well managed. 

One circumstance which was noted by the IFES/UN team observing in the 

Kukes area during the first round deserves comment. In a few of the 
particularly remote rural sites visited in this area of the country, 

the joint team noted the presence of an armed man in or around some 

of the voting centers. This was a clear departure from the Article 

65 of the Law on Elections which states: "Armed persons are 

prohibited from entering voting centers." The interesting fact was 

that these armed men were villagers from the area around the voting 

center and were not perceived as intimidating by the Voting Center 

Commissioners or the voters. In some instances, it did not appear 

that the voters even noticed them. When questioned about the presence 

of such individuals, the particular VCC' s responded by indicating that 

the presence of the "riflemen" was an old custom, and that they were 

providing security for the voting center, and more specifically for 

the ballot box. Where armed men were utilized, they were apparently 

perceived as a positive factor providing an extra safeguard to the 

election process. The IFES/UN joint team was even given the 

impression at one location that the selection of the individual to 

serve in this capacity brought with it honor and prestige in the 

communi ty. It is likely that the law was enacted to prevent any 

intimidation which could jeopardize the fairness and integrity of the 

election. In the context of the traditions accepted in these rural 

areas, it was evident that the adherence to local custom did not 
affect the process adversely. As,. they discover these kinds of 
regional departures from set procedures, lawmakers will have to find 

appropriate_~olutions ~nich are sensitive to cultural considerations 

and find an acceptable way of conciliating apparent deviations. 
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counting of Ballots/Reporting of Election Returns 

A key feature of Albania's election procedures is that the counting 

of all ballots is completed at the voting center where they were cast. 

The counting is accomplished immediately after the polls have closed 

by the voting center commission, and in full view of the authorized 

observers. This system has significant value in eliminating 

opportunities for manipulation. 

After 6:00 p.m., and after the last voter has voted, the Commissioners 

prepare to count the ballots. Before beginning the actual ballot 

count, a number of preliminary steps are completed. Their first 

obligation is to make additional entries on the protocol to complete 

the ballot accountability portion. These entries record the number 

of voters who signed the voter registry, the counting and recording 

of the number of ballots left unused, the number of invalidated 

ballots, etc. This fundamental information provides the proper 

documentation to prove that all ballots issued to the voting site are 

accounted for, and that the number of voted ballots in the ballot box 

equals the number of eligible voters who voted throughout the day. 

Once the protocol is prepared to this extent, the counting of ballots 

in the ballot box can begin. The'IFESjUN team and the IFES election 

consultant both took the opportunity to observe the full process at 

separate voting centers. In the Tirana voting center observed by the 

election consultant, the commissioners drew lots to determine which 

person would actually read the ballots. Once the name was drawn, the 

seal:was broken on the ballot box, the box was opened and the first 

ballot was withdrawn. At the site observed by the IFESjUN team, the 

Chairman of...-the commission took this responsibility. In both sites 

observed by IFES representatives, the reader held up a single ballot 

paper and loudly read the name of the candidate receiving the voter's 

vote. He then displayed the ballot he had just read to each member 

of the commission, and to each official observer on hand for the 

count. Only after everyone had the opportunity to personally see the 
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ballot did the reader place it on the appropriate stack of ballots set 

aside for the specific candidate who garnered the vote. 

As the reader came to a ballot which was not properly marked, he 

announced that he found the ballot was "invalid." That term was used 

for any ballot on which the voter had improperly marked his choice, 

or in which the intent of the voter was not obvious. While it may not 

have been the consistent procedure applied in all voting centers, a 

decision was made in the Tirana voting center which the IFES team 

member observed that any ballot determined by the reader to be 

"invalid" was added to a separate stack. The Commission chose to 

defer their final review and decisions concerning these ballots until 

the very end, at which time they would make their decisions to either 

count or reject them. At the site visited by the IFESjUN joint team, 

a ruling was made on a questionable ballot at the time it was drawn 

from the box. Only those for which there was no immediate consensus 

were deferred to the end for reevaluation. 

Typically, the kinds of markings that caused the commission to reject 

or invalidate a ballot were those that left more than one candidate 

name exposed, or that made the voters choice unclear. For example, 

some marked out every name on the ballot but only left a party name 

exposed. In these cases, the law made it clear that marking or 

failing to mark the party portion would not have any bearing on the 

counting of the ballot. If no candidate was selected at all, the 

ballot was rejected even if a party preference was indicated. In some 

instances, a voter would add a name to the ballot making the ballot 

invalid. sometimes .the lines cirawn by voters were not clearly through 

the entire names of candidates or would be uneven, while at other 

times lines~.Yi'ere drawILfaintly and could not be seen easily. In all 

these circumstances the ballot was reviewed carefully by each member 

of the commission and a decision was made by consensus. In no 

instance observed by IFES team members did the Commission fail to come 

to a unanimous decision. Observers were also afforded the opportunity 

to see the ballot in question, and frequently voiced their opinions. 
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If observers made any complaints regarding the Commission's decision, 

a notation was made on the protocol record. 

Finally, the stack of ballots cast for each candidate were counted and 

recorded on the protocol. In addition, the totals for each candidate 

were added together and then added to the total number of ballots 

ruled invalid. The cumulative total was compared to the number of 

voters to ensure that the accountability of ballots was completed. 

When discrepancies resulted, all items were counted again. In the 

cases of the polling places directly observed by IFES team members, 

the accountability and vote totals balanced perfectly. 

Upon completion of the counting procedures and conciliation of the 

protocol, the voted ballots, unused, damaged and invalidated ballots 

were bundled and secured for transport to the Zone Election Commission 

headquarters. Every Commissioner was required to sign the protocol 

prepared in duplicate so that one copy could be retained in the zone 

and another forwarded to the CEC. 

The entire process was a lengthy one, and in each of the cases 

observed by IFES team members it took nearly 7 hours for the counting 

of just over 800 ballots to be completed. However, the count was 

conducted in an orderly and formal manner. And, once again, final 

decisions on the counting of ballots required the agreement of the 

party representatives serving on the Commission. In all ways, the 

interests of the candidates were equally and fairly represented. 

Recommendations. 

1. Additional consideration should be given to the formalizing 

of procedures for the transport and storage of voted and 

unused ballots, completed protocols and relevant voting 

materials after the close of the polls. There seemed to be 

some confusion as to which entity would be responsible for 

final security of these materials. Some officials reported 
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2. 

that these precinct materials would be stored by the Zone 

Election Commission; others believed the responsibility fell 

with the municipal executive committees; and most people 

believed that materials would ultimately be transported to 

and secured by the CEC. It would be advi3able to develop 

a written procedure which clearly identifies the 

responsibilities in this regard, assigns control of this 

aspect of the election to specific officials, delineates 

which materials will be archived, and/or destroyed, and 

specifies the time-table for their final disposition. The 

formalized procedures should take into account the necessity 

and importance of eventual access to these critical 

materials in the event an election is challenged. 

Consideration might be given to the disposition of unused 

ballots left over after the close of the polls on election 

day. There is always concern that left-over ballots provide 

an opportunity for real or perceived misuse to alter the 

outcome of the election. In an effort to alleviate this 

potential problem, procedures could be implemented calling 

for the destruction of the unused ballots at the polling 

center immediately following their being counted and 

recorded on the protocol in full view of the voting center 

commission and observers after the polls close. This 

provision would eliminate the possibility of their being 

misused at the polling center, in transit to the Zone 

Election Commission, or after voting center results are 

r~ported., . 
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VII. CONSOLIDATION AND REPORTING OF RETURNS 

Each Zone Commission was required to consolidate the final results of 

the votes reported by all the voting centers in their jurisdiction. 

Depending on the size and location of the zone, not all voting centers 

could report that same night. with each polling site needing so much 

time for completing the counting procedure there was an understandable 

delay in the reporting of area-wide results by some Zones. The Zones 

had similar protocol sheets as those used in the Voting Centers on 

which to record and summarize voting center returns. It should be 

noted that IFES team members did not see a calculator at any site or 

at any Zone headquarters. All calculations were done manually. 

The Institute of Information and Applied Mathematics 

Upon completion of their consolidation, Zone commissioners telephoned 

the CEC to report the results. In order to process local results into 

a nationwide summary, the CEC had recruited the services of the 

Institute of Information and Applied Mathematics (Informatike). The 

resources of the data center personnel and equipment from this 

institute, supplemented with equipment donated by the UNDP, were 

employed in the summarization and documentation of nationwide returns. 

The Informatike was responsible for the data entry of local results 

using Lotus 123 and Database 4. Their services provided graphic 

representations of such information as the number of parties fielding 

candidates in each zone, and ages and professions of candidates 

nationwide, In addition, they developed an appropriate program which 

would automatically calculate proportionate shares of total votes 

cast, voter turnout, and estimated number of seats to be awarded to 

achieve proE~rtional r~presentation. 

A phone bank was set up by the CEC to accept zone results which were 

called in. The figures reported by phone were written on a specially 

prepared data entry sheet from which workers would enter the raw data 
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into their computers. The returns generated from these call-in sheets 

were reported as preliminary results. 

The completion of this final consolidation process involved two more 

phases which were not expected to be finalized until after the IFES 

team had left the country. The second phase was a verification of the 

called-in results based on the submission of original Zone summaries. 

Where errors or discrepancies were noted, the original copies of the 

Zone reports were used as the official record, and data was reentered 

into the computers. The final phase of this process called for the 

reverification of each Zone's consolidated protocol with the original 

individual protocols of each voting center in their jurisdiction. 

Once again, if discrepancies were noted, corrections were made from 

the original voting center protocols which were considered to be the 

ultimate, authoritative record of the actual results. Only after 

these verification procedures were finalized did the CEC publish the 

"official" results of the election based on the Informatike's work. 

The IFES team was the very first entity to receive a copy of the 

official results. 

It is significant that throughout this lengthy summarization process 

the results remained generally consistent. There were no surprises 

as some observers had suggested might occur. Given the limitations 

of the equipment with which the operation was undertaken, this 

ambitious effort was well managed and proved beneficial to the 

credibility of the overall process. 

Recommendations 

1. One of the ~ajor handicaps causing delay in the reporting 

of election results is the unreliability of communications 

throughout the country in general. Most of the voting 

centers had no method of contacting their Zone headquarters. 

In addition, most Zones had no way of communicating with 

the CEC. If time had permitted, and even if commodities 
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2. 

could only have been arranged on loan, it would have been 

advantageous to investigate the possibility of setting up 

a system for radio communications for the period before and 

during the election. Such a linkage between the zones and 

the CEC would have been extremely valuable, not only in 

reporting returns on election night, but also in the pre

planning phases and dissemination of instructions prior to 
the election. 

criticism had been directed toward the CEC because no 

information had been available about the program used by 
Informatike. Some feared that results could be altered 

after local ballot counting by manipulation of the computer 
program. There was concern expressed that because of 

inadequate disclosure and the high level of security and 

secrecy surrounding the Institute personnel working on the 

election, there was no way for outsiders to tell if the 

program was accurate, or if it might be used to alter final 

results. In order to relieve these concerns it might be 

advisable to have the program tested and certified by a 

neutral entity such as a private programming expert or 

international organization prior to the election. Such 
testing and certification is quite standard as a means to 

provide a greater level of confidence among contending 

parties, the press, observers and the pUblic. 
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VIII. GENERAL RECOMMENDATION 

The Election for the People's Assembly held on March 22, 1992 has 

provided a solid foundation on which Albania may continue to build an 

election system which is efficient, accountable, free and fair. It 

would be extremely valuable for the government to ensure that the 

lessons learned during this election are not lost to future election 

administrators. Especially since the Central Election Commission and 

the Secretariat are temporary bodies, it is critical that the 

administrative procedures implemented during this election be formally 

documented in a written manual. The value of building an 

institutional memory and a basis for continuity cannot be 

overestimated in the administration of elections. 

A comprehensive written review and analysis of the preparatory steps 

and logistic arrangements that had been made for the election would 

contribute greatly to the efforts of future election administrators. 

Particular focus should be given to the legal and technical problems 

which arose, and the manner in which they were resolved. The policies 

which were established should be described in detail and made part of 
the permanent record. Copies of all press releases issued and 
instruction documents disseminated should also be retained in the 

handbook. Finally, the formal record should include an extensive 

discussion of recommendations for improving the system in the future. 

The effort should be undertaken while the issues are still fresh in 

everyone's mind. Perhaps key members of the Central Election 

Co~ission and the Secretariat should be retained beyond their normal 

term to accomplish this very important task. If necessary .it might 

be possible ~t:: recruit ~ppropriate staff from the University of Tirana 

to lend their assistance in completing this important assignment. It 

will be through the maintenance of this type of comprehensive record 

that the government will be able to continue to build on the 

democratic process which has benefited from this solid beginning. 

Training of officials in the process and production of poll-worker 
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training manuals will serve to institutionalize this first experience 
with democratic elections. 
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IX. CONCLUSION 

In view of the short time in which this election was carried out, 

obviously there were technical shortcomings, and equally important, 

there was inadequate time for training of election officials at all 

levels. The IFES team believes, however, that the basic system was 

valid, and that there was a genuine effort made to carry out this 

election with credibility. 

The team also believes that the real key to this election's fairness, 

even in the face of technical deficiencies which may have occurred, 

lies in the fact that at every level, there was ample participation 

by members and observers representing the full spectrum of political 

parties vying for election. Nearly 26,000 people participated in 

carrying out this election. At every level, at each stage of 

activity, each action required the actual signature of a cross section 

of party representatives attesting to the action taken, and 

acknowledging the authenticity and consensus of any individual 

commission's findings. At every juncture, each party had access to 

participation in the process. 

The most persuasive argument for the effectiveness of every party's 

participation is that there were really relatively few complaints 

from the parties or candidates about how this election was being 

carried out. Despite allegations regarding the lack of transparency 

attributed to various parties there is little likelihood that the 

parties were left in the dark about various aspects of the process. 

with their repr.esentatives fulfilling specific duties and 

responsibilities at every level and participating in many of the 

decisions ~tfecting the actual outcome of the election, the parties 

had generous access to information about the preparation, planning and 

. actual conduct of this election from the inside. 

It is the extensive participation by the parties themselves in the 

actual implementation of this election which prompts the IFES team to 
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believe that any technical shortcomings caused by inadequate time, 

facilities, training, communications and commodities were adequately 

counterbalanced to ensure that the election was valid, and that it was 

free and fair. This profound achievement is a tribute to the 

commitment, competence and courage of the thousands of people who 

contributed to the election's success, and to the people of Albania 

who have forged a new beginning through the democratic process. 
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LA"J ON ELECTJ ONS FOR THE PEOPLE- S ASS"NBLY 

[iF THE REPUf<L r C OF ALf<At~ r A 

On the basis of the Articles 16 and 17 0+ Law NQ~7491 

dated 29 April 1991, "Dn thf? ('Iain Constitutional F'r-ovisions", 

',the People's Assembly of the Republic of.Albani~ resolves) 

CHAPTER .l 

G~ner~l Provisions 

Article! 

Elections for' People's ,':\ssembly deputi('?s will t~':e 

'place jn the territory of th0 Republic of Albania on the basis 

. of general, direct, free, ~nd secret vote. 

Article 2 

All Albanian citi~ens who have re~ched the age of 18 as. 

o~ the date of the elections have the right to vote. 

AI) who have reached the age of 21 as Clf the date of 

the elections, ar~ Albr.lflian citi~ens, and liVE- permanently in 

the Republic OT Albania have·t.hfi' right to be elected as .deputies . 

. .. i n the Peopl e' s Assembl y ~ 

Article 3 

Citizens whose right to vote has been t.aken ",,",ay Trom 

them b..,· court o@cision ltecaus.e they ndve cOol1mit.tF.d a crime, 

person$. who are judged to be ment.ally incompetent by a court 

_~iil not be allowed to vote. 

Article 4 

Each voter has the right to cast only one vote. 

A voter '5· vote is. equ.:tl to that of every other voter. 



Ar-tic.ll~ 5 

A d;~~;'l.Ii:.'l in the People's ;"\s!:'E.ernbly c~,nnc,t simLtltaneously 

serve ';'5 an eJ ec:ted or nomi n.?ted mEmb~ of the c:,r g':d1S of the 

local gDvernment~ the state administration ~s well as in the 

jurJici 031 clrC]an~~. 

CH?iF'TER I 1 

Article b 

ThE Pec.pl",?'£,. Assembly consi!:.t~. of no .If'?'O-::'Z thar. 140 

depLitics, 10f~) Df kJhich Ar'~ t~lect:ed dirl?:tlv fn:·1\\ tr.1? single 

district Jist, ",hile supplE·ment.al !:.8<''lo,tS ;;n-8 nCJmini;lted by 

elfi.ctoral ~:'llbjects' list.s ~"nd in!':.tr.lled prc<port:i.c!nally on the 

b~5is of .the nation~l-wide results of the ·First balloting. 

Article 7 

f':) C~3ndidati? is d;?clar-ed a deputy in thl~ PeoplF.!:s 

Assembly according to A sirigl~ district list i+ ~ie wins more 

than h~lf of the valid votes in .nn electoral zone. 

If in the first. balloting none of the L:andidates 

nCimi natf.?d gE.ts more -chan 50 r!':~r CEnt of the> '/al.l d votes! than a 

week l",i'.er the second rDund of ("".lt~'ctit:)nG. is. held in thE' 

The two c.;.;ndidt'l.ti2s 

votes in th~ first round, will run in the second round. 

If ~n eie~tor~l subject withdraws its candidate in th~ 
s~cond round of balloting, he is ~ub5tituted by the candidat9 

_..-whc wi ne: the greatp.!.'it nLimber L"~.f votes "I-r-om the reiliaini ng 

candidates in the first round. 

C~ndidates in the second round of balloting are 

annoLtnced by the G-lectoral ..:ommi~·sion of the ;:OI1I:? 

Article 9 

_ .. -_._ .. _ .. __ ... _-_. __ .--- ---_ .•.. _._. 
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In the o:econd round of balloting, the C';Hldidate t.hat 

obtains thG largest number of votes, is elected d~puty in the 

People's f~ssembly. If the c.:andidi):tt.'?S obtc"'\in ",n t?Q:.I'::ll number of 

VOte-5, then the deputy is selected 'cnrollgh the lot. 

Article 10 

(.,t le.:;s't eight days before the. electron~,elec:to,..al 

subjects thet have nC')minc,:t:ed joint candidates in c'ln electoral 

zone must send t.he :;:one election commission a ra-tio on the 

dist.ribl.ltion of tJ)~ir joint votes to bf";> c.(',)I.u'".ted n.::\t,ion - wide 

At-ticle .11 

Supplem~ntal !l-eats are allocated as_ follows: 

~)the percenbaClc l"Jf the general ..... ate obt.r.1ined in the 

fi rst rOI-~nd 0": el.ect ions on the basi s of th si ng1 e--member list 

nation-wide by candidates o.f each subject; 

b)each subject obtains .a nl.Hnber- of !:;=.e,i\ts from its 

multi-member list in £uch a way that the total number of seats 

in the Poople's, Ass.embly is eql.lal to the nl.urrber of seats it is 

enti tl ed to on the basi S 0'; thp. percentage of vo"tes it has 

obtai ned and that the number o.f deputi es be th!,? lowest pcssi bl e~" 
This is determined according to the formula in ADpendi~-l. 

The ".dnner-s .from the mLtlti-member 1 j'!St arE' determined 

accordinQ to their order on the list. 
Only those subjects that obtain ria le~s than 4 percent" 

of the nation-wide vote are eligible for suppl~n!ental seats. 

CHAPTEF=: I I I 

Electoral Subjects 

Article 12 

Any Albanian citi~En that has the riqht to be elected 

or. th2' basiE', of this. },::\w, can run .for a Pee'pla's Assembly depu~y 
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i ndcpenclent .c<).ndi dtOite .. 
Anv c~"djd~te cannot run in more than ona single-member 

:z one .. Any c.:..ndid.:1te in a ~.ingle-membcr district can 

simult .. neously run as " candid",te on the lise of hi'; r,,'specti

ve 

subject.A candirJ",te .,ho ".ins in a elector,,; zone i5 " deputy of 

that zone and his name is deleted from the nation-wide list of, 

hl$ electoral subject .. 

Article 13 

f. candidate for deputy in thp- Peopl,,'5 ;'s"embly is 

regi «te..-ed by the e! ect i on comm; 5"'; on of the =0"'.' nO l.,ter than 

20 day" before el""tion day, To "ffect tl,., re,?;str·"tion,the' 

following d(')cuments are submitted: 
aJ a •• dte

n 
"pplic •• ticn from the respec:ti"'''' .. Iecto

ral 

subject,in which the registration of the c~,ndidaee nomin",ted for 

depe,ty is reGuested. The "pplic"tion must contain the 

name,f~tlwr' s r.ame, I a"t name,birthd,,''1 and resid",""" of the 

candidate ·(2 copies). 
b) the statement of the c.ndid~te accepting the placing 

of his name as • canciidate int he specific elmctio
n 

zone 12 

c) a li",t signed bv nO )e"'" trl",n <100 voters In the 

At"'tic:18 14 

5-' gn~tl.lres must" 
The spec i ·f i ed 1 i s·t wi th the -·;ot ~r 50 

contain the title,sYIfobol 0'- signature of thee)ectn.-
a1 

subject 

nor.oinatir.g th" c",ndidate e,,- indic"te if the .~",,,did •• te is 

independent. The list must contain t.he nC::lm2',fattH~T'S n~me.,last name 

addrE's;' th<? nem.be ... of the I dent if I c.,t ion ce,rd ;:,nd the si gnate
lre 

of t.he votE.-,,,ho must. li'v'., in the zonE? .. he.-c,the candidate is 

nominated .,,-.d be ce.-tifie'; by H.e :eon" election commission. 

A voter does not h.a··.f(:~ the ..-i ght to" ~.i go more than one 

1 i st. T~.e, 1 i sts are dGPosl ted .,1 th H,., Central EI ector
a1 
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author i -= &1.t i on. 

When the election commie.sian of the ZOJ"if?, determines 

irregularities in thp. application and documents- SLlbmitted .for 

the registration of candidat~s,it reqLltasts that elector-al 

subjects make the necessary correctiors within b<j~ days. In the' 

event this is not done~the ele.~ction comissiori makes the 

appropriate decision. 

Article 15 

El~ctoral 5ubj~cts th~t have fi&lded c~ndidates in no 

less tha.n 33 l~lp.c:toral zones and in 9 districts of the country have 

the right to submit. lists ",ith up to 100 candidates fer 

suppl emental SE'.:..ts accordi og to propor-t.i on. 

The list with the signat.ure and stamp of the respective 

electoral subject is submitted to the Central Elections 

Commis.sion no l ... ter than 20 days befc.re election day .. 

Artlc:l(~ 16 

The el ect i on cOi'nmi 55i ons. of the :! ones ,,,,hen the 

conditions of this law are fulfilled,are obliged to register all 

tt1e candidates for .deputy in the F'eople's·Assembly .and to make: 

their name? public no later th..,.n 15 days before election 

day,giving the name of the subject which nominated the 

candidate .. 

They 5"-end a copy of certification of all the candidates 

0+ el ectora1 sLtbjects_ 

At-ticle 17 

For e..,ch c:andid ... te for deputy,the election commission 

of the ~one ':eeps an o+ficial registration record according to 

.....an established form.ri copy of this officioOll record is sent to 

the Central E:l ections Commi ssi on along II,i th t.hf:- statement of the 

candidate accepting the placing of his 

the respecti ve zone .. 

Article 18 

name as ~ candidate in 

., 
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Wilen th" ,',",n,'" of a candid"t~· f<:lI" de''''''"'' 1n the People's 

Assembly is .. ithdr"vm by hi,. ~pon"or",I,'r,,,n " candiu<,t" wittldra",," 

o"hi" ov'" 0'- dies after h" h.,,,· been "-"9 is1.:e
r

<:,d b·/ th., election 

i:omn,i ",;;i on, of th', H,nt> the r.,,,p,,,cti ','e •. UD ject c ",.. regi ster 

anotJ",r c""did"t", bl.lt nC' J. ate" th.,,, 7 d;;,y" befor<e ,,1 ec"ti on 

day. If this OCcLlr'" during the' 7-day period before the 

e1 ecti ons, then the e1 ed.o,-al Ge,bject presents .,nothe
r 

candi date 

from the party list of candidates. 

Article 1'=;1 

b) direc:tors of e>:ec"-Iti ve cpni!foi ttee-S in 

district.,region~ and citi".cthe chairm"n,deputy-chairman and 

the .. ",cr-eta..-yJ in the zc.nes when? tt",y pe,"fo.-m th ... ir dLlties, 

run .... s a candid.::.te for clepLlt.y in those zones·~ 
they mu5t be rel~aged from their jobs 20 days before 

el ecti on d~\y .. 
Tile foll ol.",i n9 cannclt be nominrJted as c,-u-.di dates for 

nat i anal 

i.'\) Directors of the organ'..>- of publ ie Cl:·-de
r 

find the 

inform~tiDn service in ciistricts,regions and cities .. 
service militarymen in the 

CHt~PTER 1 ',j 

Article 2(1 

The elections f~r Peopl~'s Assembly'deputies tal,e place 

on the basis of lists of voters. 
Pd. 1 citizens. who haY!? the right. to vcte.I,oJhen the organ 

emp",.,ererJ by this I"., t" d ... ~w up the 1is·t of voters,register,; 

vaters ~s temporry residents in its ter..-itory.it is required to 

i nfonll the 
rl?specti

ve 
organ of the clist.rict of voter5'permanen't 

residence with the aim that they do not register in two places 
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of 

Each citizen .:is registered on only one voter list .. 

Article 21 

The lists of voters are dralrm Lip for e"clch voting 

center. 

In the lists of voters are inc:lL.lded:n,:::,me ,father's 

name, and last name o.f the voter his d ... te of birth and the 

regi strati on nLlmber .. 

In the towns ,city quarter and village~~the lists of 

voters are compiled by the temporary pluralist e}:er:utive 

camilli t tees .. 

The 1 i sts of volers ~~re signed b"i the chai rman and 

SEi.:rp-tary of the tFJmporary pluralist execu~ivl? committee .. 

The lists of vnters are announced by the-.organ which 

has compiled them no latE''''' than 25 days before the election day_ 

Article 

The lists of voters i.'Jho 5erve and live in m.ilitary 

Llnits and detachments are compiled and announced,no later than" 

25 days. be-feore Gi>l ect i on day ~ by the nearest temparat-y pI ural i st 

e>:ecl.ltive committee in COClflf?ration with the commands of. military 

units and dat~chments~ 

All otller military are registered on the lists of. 

voters in their residence campi led by the tempot"";.,wy pluralist 

e!":ecuti ve cOlTlmi ltee~!-. 

Article 

The Al b.::"\ni an ci ti zen::; who .1 i v~ pe,"manentl y 

outside the country,which irltend to stay in thu ~erritory of the 

~public of. Alb.:inia Llntil election day,are reqist:f?red on the 

lists of voters in their former residence pravided that they 

demand this.For the above mentionp.d citizens,the e)fercise of. 

their right to vote is mar"ed in their international pas$port. 

Article 2 ... -;. 
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r'ohabilitation instit'~tion5,in re-edljCation can!ns and in custody 

comoi;Ad by lheir directors based on tha votere' identification 

dc.cull"le-nt .. ThesE di ri?CtC1I'"'5 C!\rG' reqll:i rl?d to i n+f:orill the competent organ 

of the lcc~l governm~nt in the residence of these voters,so that 

correcti ons can be mad/'? in the 1 i E"I:s C'.f voter"5: Of") whi eh they were 

originally registered. 

Art.i c.l EO 

L'Jhen <':'; votel'" i!::'. ne'lrdn,.d:'Ed as a member co·f an election 

o~ this h~ h~5 to go away from his residence afi:er- the list 0+ 

voters is published and befor-e election d~"'y~the competent organ, 

at the ~'~i""ii:ten request of the ell?ctr.w"al F..ubjnct iss-ues him a 

certificate to vote in the new voting center and writes the word 

• 'mi:!Vf:?c/" on the li!:.:.t of vQtr.~r5< .. Thi=. vc-ter ~s r-E·gistered on the 

supplemental li£.t. of vot.e;"'s in the ne\.OJ VOt.in9 c:\~nter by presenting 

th~ voting certificate together with his identification card or 

any other document \#Jhi ch I"-epl r;.ct:'s it. 

?'~rtit:1F. 2f;, 

The organ which .nnuunc&d the list. of voters, by 

d~cision , c~n make Ch&tlges in these .Iists but no later than 24 

hour~, bf~ft"J.n;: e.1ecti·on d~,y, io'~hen ~3 cii:iL':l?n hcOlt:; dili"d~ is registered 

tWice, js not rEgisterEd~ does not have.~ right to vote Dr is 

outside the t~rritory of the Republ.ic of Albania. 

Article 27 

Each citizen h~s the right tc request th~ correction 

,"p.lJistl'""a-ti:=tr;~ r~'Jr.c.l··.Idl ·f,-c'in thE! li.s .. t.~ ch."nges in j.:ht~ first nam~"?~ 

i.;..·;he;- 's n;:.(,;~?· C!r l;~-s:.t r;.,;n.~,t-~~!:i.!=.,"i:r·<:.t:iDn iJ.f pf?rs.(x."". vlho have lost 

"-';1:-1 j ~~·ue t:;·iE· ,:;>.ppr'Op'·'; iTlt.r? r;.il::c:i !";,·1 :::.n. 
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The d~cjsiDn can be appealed in the district court 

which within three day~, in the presEnce of the person m~~'ing 

the compJaiht ~r)d a representative of the organ wtlich announced 

the lists., rl?Vieloo/a the compla.int in open judicial session and 

i SSLI€S the appropri at("~ d("tcisi on. The COLI!'""t dt:!ci si on i 6 announced 

immediately and is final. 

Any change made? in the 1 i st of vot.ers .i E. announced 

i mmedi ..:,t ely. 

Article 28 

The organE. that havl? announced the 1 i s\.:s of voters 

will m~~cu them avail~ble to electoral subjects upon request and 

payment 0'; til ff:?C!. 

CHAPTER '-' 

Election Zones and Voting Cf.~ntr;'r5. 

Article :'9 

100 election zones, ''''Jith an .;:IlmCl~.t equal nLlmber o..f 

residents,. will be cr~ated ~or the People's Assembly elections. 

The zones must be compact and have gRographic continLlity, and 

the admi iii st;--cd:,i 'IE? abd terri tori al di vi 5i ons sh{"Jl.l.l d be respected 

in set.ting up 'the zones. 

The nL'nlb~·r of zones ac:cordi ng to di stri cts is 

determined I;)n the basis. of thjs law~&-lcci:H"-din~. to the ~ttac:hed 

1 i s·t (Appendi x 2) whi 1 e the borders of the El ect.i on Zones und 

thei r order are ,jetermi ned by the Pres.i dent Q.f the Re-publ i c wi.th 

the prop{".;sal 0-4= thp. Counci·l 0+ Mi ni sters no' 1 att;i,- than 35 days 

before the ~lect.ion day. 

center5, 

'/illage~ 

Article 30 

Voting and the counting 0+ votes take place in voting 

LooJhich ,;;re se-t Lip in every tOLoom,city quarter mnd 
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.~r·t .. i.c:J.", 3l 

;n ~he vill~ges, a voting ~~nter is 5Ut up for every 

In town~' and city quarters ,8 votii19 ccnt~r is set up 

fer every 800 voters. 
A ~epara~e voting center is set up for towns or city 

qu"".rtf.?r~..: 'that h,O\. .... e less than 800 voters. A SP-pc""l-;..te voting centEor 

is set IjP in the remaining n~mber of voters is larger than 400, 

while i+ the ,·ern<=iining numbet- of votf?t-S i2'. les:,s,~ thh'y wil.l be 

joirled with the nearest voting center. 

voting centmr, ~ separ&te voting ~enter is sst lIP in the work 

r-irticle 32 

The 'loti n9 cent'ere. Io'Ji 11 be announced nn 1 i.\ter t.han 20 

days bF.:·fore t.he ele:·ctic:m day. 

In the towns,city quarters and villagEs, voting 

ceontar'"!;;: ,;:~re set Lip by olZ,c::isicn of ·t:he tlo..I1'IPOI'-iU-Y pll_lri31ist 

executive committees. 

Article:- 33 

1n hospit~ls, 5anatoriums~ maternity wDrd~, rest homes~ 

?nd other ~;.:imili:\r· in~::t.:it\'.It:ii:W's"·~ in t·e-eol.u:.::,tior. camps i:,nd in 

In health inRtitu,tiDn~ that hav~ mar,y clin:ics, voting 

c:i"nt.~~.r!J- ;':'1I'-e set up :in ep.ch clinic if there ~r'a jr,or-c-! than 15 

vatl~rs i.n e.:-.ch one. 

CHAPTEt=! ''; r 

E1 ,,:oct:i. on C\..,mmi 'Ssi ons . 

Article 34 

The follo"~'Jing election commissions are:: r.~stablished for 
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directing the People"s Assembly elections: 

a) 

b) 

c) 

the Central El~ctions Commission; 

the election Commission;; in the z6nes~ 

the commissions 0+ the voting centers; 
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Representatives 0';' electoral subjec.ts as well as non

party i ndi vi du .. ,l s serve as members of. el ect i on commi ssi ons. .. 

Election commissions are independent bodies and" answer 

.for their activity only beforw the law .. 

The deputy-chairman or the secretary 0+ the Central 

El ecti ons Comlni ssi on .,i.S well CI$ the deputy chai rmen or

secretaries of. election commis.sions in the zones must be 

juri sts .. 

Thr. decisions o.f these commissions are adopted by the 

majority of votes .. 

Article 35 

The C~ntr~l Elections. Commissions is cc·mposed 0';' a 

chairma"n ,a depLlty chai rman, a secretary and 14 members. 

The composition 0';: the Centr.a.1 Commission is decided by 

the President 0+ the Republic: based on the proposal of political 

pa.rti es no later thtEm 35 d~1y5 before thr:- el ecti on d.;y, 

THe political parties that have no memoars oi the 

Central Electi'ons Commiesion,oi,u"'e entitled'the right to have their 

obs.ervers. .. 

Artic.le 3', 

111 p~;;",rticl.llar,the- Central Elections COtfiis.sion carries 

out the following duties: 

c'l) it sees to the st.-iet and equal implementation of 

this law during the elr.i'ction period in the entirp. territory of 

the Republic of Albania; 

b) it determines the methodology and inspects the 

activity of election commissions in the zones; 

c) it reviews cOlnplaints against irregular and illegal 

Acts and activities of election commissions in the zones. 

d) it registers and announces the participation in the, 

'elections o~ parties,groups of them and independent candidates 

and registers their s.ymuo.ls~A.fter regjs.tration,llo party or g.rol.lP 
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f) it aats the rules fc~ the p.rtici?at.on in the 

=d:;N:.t.ir:lns of fi:)relgn and domestic: obsr--:r·· ... fJrS ~nd provides them 

~:i th :: ;~p.nti + i cati Oil dCic:"'UT'lents: 

:, g) ... hf~n necessC\ry· af ter. the el Poct i oris! i t e:.: ami n~s the: 

li:;\:CZ". 01: '.'oi:ers and l#lnitn it disc:overG tha-t a c-it.izl?n has voted 

il) it Brlnounces the results of th~ elections and 

I-eg_i !.~t€'r!:- the P!:"?opl P.' e-. Assembl'l de-puti es:' 

j) O~ the basis o~ the nation-wide party list,it i~sues 

ci,e c~rtj+iC6t~ of election to th~ elg~ted deputy. 

Artiel'? 37 

In FJclch electiorl zone,an election commission for the' 

:zone i5. se·J.: Up~COil"ipOsed oof i\ chairman, ,'03 deputy chairman,a 

~~crGtary~ and a reprEsentative of electoral SUbjEcts th~t have: 

The ~lectinn commicsion ~or the zone i5 d~t~rmined by 

tho CDntr~l Elections Commis~ion,with th~ propo~al 0* the 

tf.::mporat-y plt.ll'"".dist f.i>:ecutive cClfnmittef.?s ~:\nd aft!:'?,.- consultations 

~JiJ.:Jl politicAl D~rti~s no l~t~r than 25 day b~fore ele~tion day_ 

--':-. T:."lj~ ('~lE!ction commi!:-sion of the zone has i:he -following 

al .it sees to the strict &nd equ~l implement~tion of 

during the elect.lon period in ttlii!' entire tr">,'-ritory of 

b) .. it cr~ercises control over the ~ctivity of the 

.:or.llI1:lssic·ns ·of. thG' voting centers during the elf!ction period; 

C). it u· ... ·eJ'"6?es the establishme·r.t of voting centers in 

ai:corc.:onc::.e. wi th t.he 1 a.w; 

eJ} i"i: oversc-e5 the preparatory acti vi t)' to campi Ie and 

~nn~u,'ce the list~ o~ voters 8S w~ll as issues vct~r 

----------------....... - ........... - .... _ ........ _ .... . 
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cert.i.fj c:atns; 

eJ it supplis5 voting center commissions with ballot 

bqxeS,env81ope5~b~11ot5~official records~and other materials 

'necessary fer ti,~ conduct of elections. It controls 

saf~keeping,distributjng ~nd tl-ansporting the~e m~terials. 

f) it I"'egi~;.t:c~rs e\nd .:;nnounces c:andid..;\tf.:>s nominated for 

deputies in accordance with ttlis law; 

g) it registers the repreEent~tive5 of the candidates 

.fOt- df?puties ·From' dif'fer£?nt partif"~s~g""C'JLIPS of p.3 r ties,or 

independent cal'did~tes end supplies them witl, ~ppropriate 
certificc\te~:;;; 

h) it counts votes on the basis of the reports from the 

voting c~nters 8rld announces the renults of the mlectionE in the 
zane; 

j) :it r€!\liev.I~~ c:omp.l~ints ,:\ga:inst irregular .:.:ind illegal"' 

j) it i~Eues certi~icatians of election to deputies who 
.are elected; 

kl it ~~nd5 according tu tllis law the Central Election 

Cammissior.. 

I-"\rticj e 39 

set up,coMposed of ~ chairmarl,a ~ecret~ry and a representative 

of electoral subjects ~ielding candid~tes in that zone. 

1 iili' ',lot i ng ceri"!:er CLjrilrrd_ ~·':5i em i·s ,;!pPI""c.'l".,.~:",d no I at er than 

20 days before !:?1{;octic"-1 d~~;, by' th:;.~ ce'mm.iE-sion o·f e.it7!ction zoni? 

upon the propo5<:\1 c:.-(. thE) tempar",wy pll-,,··al j F.'.t ex i.?C:l.Iti ve Commi ttee 

after consultations with political parties. 

t·u·-ticle 4(; 

The ..... oting center cf:lmmis=:,ic,n carries rJI.lt the follo,,"Jing 

a} it ensur~s the free and peaceful cDndlJct of 

elections in ·,·ot.lllg centf!'r-s in ac:cordi.~nce with this .1aw~ 

b.l .it en~.I.I!"·C:~·S or-df:'r'" during the f.'?lt-'?{:i.:ion~-:.~ 

cl· it COl1nts the vote~ cast fer 9~ch c~ndidate for 
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d) it prepares and sends the (,ffici~l record of the 

voting tD the election commission of the ~one; 

e) it r~cords in the offieldl record all the complaints 

.-:.nd t"""qUf:?si:s c.f the voters or c~').ndidate~:"e):aminf.?E. them r:\nd 

i£.sL\e~" tt-,e appropriate decisit:on: 

.t:' . , it sends t.ne el ecti on dcculnents determined by this 

law to the election commission of the ~one. 

DUring the elections ,the instructions of the chairman 

.of thR voting cent~r ccn\lnis~ion are binding for all citizens in 

.the vl~ting center.·I·hes9 instrlJctinns carl be annlJlled only by ~ 

decision of the voting center commission. 

Article 42 

The members of the eJ.ection commission can be relieved 

o-f thf?i r duc i r::'~. on thesl:;;' com.ni ssi on~. ~ by t,he org.:m whi eh approv'ed 

the cClmpe.!::>i ti on of ·the commi s5i on, ~,t t.he reqLlest. of the members 

or lJPon the propos81 of elDctor~l subjects they repreeent. 

c:ornrnitti.?e,=."milit~;r~"i ,t-J(~I'"·kerr.-:- in thl~ C)rg,;:in5 o.f PI!i"_,.lic c"lrder and 

the n;,d:.ielr),~l infm'~maticm !'::,ervicn as ~'H~.ll .;:\S c .. :~nd:idi'\tes for 

,.",rticle ·1·' 

~ore than half of the members are present.Decisions at these 

meetings ar~ made by majority vot~. 

EJection commj.~:;~ions'mE'etings ~re pub.1ic.Observers may 

p~rticipate in these meRtjl~9s;they may m~l'e remar;,s .With their' 

includl!,d in the o·;·fii::i 81 report of the 

commissions'meeting. 
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l~rti c.l e 45 

ElectC"Jr,:.l s\..lbji?c1:s and indl?pp-ndent candi dates h.;.,ve the 

right to submit"a list of n~mes to substitute their 

representatives I.<Jho ar.e m£?mbers. of F2'lec:tion cC!fnmissions 0';; 

cpting :i':ones and centp.r'"s.When the latter are unfit to per-form 

their dLities,thr:y are SLlbsti"t:utr:d in the fol.lo,,"Jing way: 

.. d in the case 0+ voting center commis.!:.ions,by decision 

of the election commission of the ~one; 

b) in the ca~;.e of the zone election cOI,1missions, by 

decision of the Cen"cral EIF..'ctie:.n!;. Commifi.!.r.ions. 

Artic.le 4f.' 

Mr~mbers 0+ the Central electio~ cc.mmission and those of 

the zones are re] eased ft-om their jobs. since the day they are 

charged wi th thi s duty and are pai d 1 Iolhereas t,hose of the 

voting centers commission!:!- enjoy thl!' right to be- ra-leased from 

thei r duty wi th PCIY, threE"'! days before the v~ti ng an.d two days. 

a.fter the \lot:inCJ~ 

The abo·ve mentioned persond oOIrE? compenF.-C?ted .from the·· 

state budget, in the amount determined by the Central Election 

Commjssion~ 

For the members of the Central Elections Commission, 

the c:ompensati Oli is. de-'termi ned by t.he Pres.i dent of the Republ i C'. 

Article 47 

With respect to the Penal Code, all loembers of the 

el ect ion commi ssi ens NrE' consi oE·red 01 persons charged wi th 

official dLIties II while p&rforming th~ir assigned duties. 

Article- 48 

While per~Drming their assigned duties. members of the 

electicn c:ommis~.ions. and observer cCl.nnot display .;:I,ny 

.distinguishing sir.Jn or syrr,bol of a pen-t.y or group of parties to 

whi eh the-y belong or make c.r ·t:~kF.? p.;'trt in el £let i onpropaga.nda. 

C\ctivities~ 
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CHf-~iF'TEr::; ;;.l I 

,Complaints Agminst the D~cisions of th~ Election 

.. ' :;' 

At-ticle ·49 

The d!;:cisicms {:If th+? election commissions' of the zones 

di?l"'ls 0'( thc!:i I'· announcement .• 

The Central Elect.ians CC,iTimi!:;sion el:alliirlp.~ ... the 

camplaints$ and within 3 days, iS5,~e5 the respective decision. 

.-.: 
• Article 50 

The decisions of the Centr~l Elections Ccnlmission c~n 

be a~pe@led' to ttlE S,~preme Court within 3 days c)f their 

announCi?r:ip-n t. 
The S •. lpt-eme COl.lt-t e}: r3mi nt~E· ttl\:-: camp 1 "Ii flt. i'\nd, wi th i. n 

three'day's-, iS5Uf.:'S i1 fin .. d dei::i5icn~ which it annC"JLInCI?S 

The decisions of the Supreme Court en complaints 

People'~ A~sembly M0ndates. 

tn-ticle 51 

ThQ eleetior, c~A\paign begins with tt,e aflnouncement of 

the elEction day and end5 24 tlours in ~dv&nce of this date. 

I~·-· 
.) .. ~ 

,i 

During the election campaign~ any electoral SLlbject as 

well as citi=ens have tt,e rigt,t to mal:e propaqand~ through r&llies~ 
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,-:'n,/ kind vi oJ <1. t..i. Dn o.f 1 aws, 

judicial order or th~t 0ttack tile candid~tas' personal dignity 

is prohibited. 

The publicatiofl of election p.~blic opirlion surveys is 

prohibited during 8 days precRding election day_ 

The .election campaign in Radio and television is 

conducted throl1gh special broadcasts devoted to it.In these 

brDadc.rtsts-. the !;.pac0 '~Clr" dj fferr.:mt r,·.1 t;;ct e,r <.;1 SUbjE'ctS-. is 

dE·"t<?nninec:1 j,n pro} .... Drt:i~Jn to till'? nUmlli-::I'- of ci.\ndid,";\tes fielded 

elsctornl subjects are allDwed tD,brbadcast ~ brief of their 

progrsln and an appeal to the electo!-ate; 

The CErd:r;:d Elec.tic,ns_ Commisi-sian spcm",",e.rs. I~lbanian 

Radio and Television programs explaining the electoral process 

to the poplJlation, ~vD~ding any partisan Etanc~ 

Candidat25 as well as electoral subjects have the right 

to use vcH .. ·.ious propag~,ndi stic materials as slogans, announcements, 

leaflets ~etc&, in which the rl,Jme oT t.he elE-ctot"al sLlbject that has 

prepared such materials appears.The dBln~ge of ~UC~I materials is 

prohibit~d until the end of the carllpaign. 

The local power orgarlB nlust pr"cvidn Aqu~l propaganda 

0=-<:-
-'."' 

The e.lE':r.:ticln campaign is p!-c,hibited in military units 

and detachment£ ~s well a~ in de-politicized institutions. The 

comm~";Ind5 l"Jf military Lmits and det.acj-.,nGmt~. fnLlst permit members' 

to e):ercif:.@. their right: to Ll~;.e the mr-o'dia dLlrin9 the:ir free time 

as well ~s to participate int hE ejection campnign within the 

ter-:""itory of the election zan€?_ bl.l't t:"Lli:side military units or 

dF.?tachments. 
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Ar-t.i.clfr· 57 

c.t.hf..-t- !.:.t;;,ti? of"9r:-.n do not have the r-iidht -t:\~ di5t.!-ibt.ltc~ 

propagandistic ~lectDral materi~15 nor to take part in 

propaganda c~mpejqn 

(:u,-ticIE 58 
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The state cClntributes to the election campaign of electoral 

subjects as follows 

alSO per cent of the set amount i£ allotted to 

electoral stJbject~ in proportion to tt18 candidates put up for 

dF.~pui: i i:::=· 

bl50 p~r cent of ttle set amont is alloi:at~d among parties 

in pr~pDrtic'r. to the number 0+ vot.l-:"s.~ \-.01; in !:wevic.us E·lect.ic.ns on 

In case ttle electoral subject does not win ever 3 per 

his CE.'lndidatw-f.-:- ,rH1 is abJ iged tt., llive b."lck t.o tht~ state the SLIm it. 

Th8 tiir,istry of Firlarlces is charged wit:, the duty to 

fl.\lld~:. 

{;rticle 59 

it is prohibited to slander and a~fend the candidate 

+or d~puty and e19ctoral subject. 

A rewspaper or any other type of mass media that h~s 

p,-!bli~.hl::.'d u ma!,:r:,;t"·i.,:::,.l vic:.Iating -the Y·.'ight~. of ~ candidate for a 

daDuty ii, the F't?cm.1e':::, 1~~:;:sembJ.y or has in c~!"l"/ W,-:-1Y ilttacked his 

dlgrlity: i£ obli.ged to publigh fre~ of ch~rqe a reply in the 
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the origillal materi~l which gave rise to this t-Rply~ 

P,,,- t :i c 1 e 1.;,.0 

The disruptil:,ln i:1nd interrl.lpi:ion L1.f 1e901 electoral meetings 

and rallies is prohlbited. 

Article 6.t 

Candidates for deputy in the People's Assembly ~~e~ 

their jobs. ~·,hen 1""F.·leas;:.,d ft-om t.he job .and rf;~Cl'?ive their full pay 

during the election campaign. 

The persons determined by Article 19 letters "a" .and 

"b",-t:in?:t p,~r·c'l9"'E1.ph oJ this lavl ~do nUl:. keG'p thf?i.,..- jobs. 

CcOindida1:es fC:l1"" deputy l:annot be ch,!:Irgf . .'l:1 with crime, 

ii\rrested or held in c-Jl?tent.:i.crl, (?>!cept when they commit ~n obviou'sly 

ser-i OL~S: c:r-imE'. 

'v''?ting 

f-lrticle 6:':' 

The voting fL",)1'"" People:!:'. ASE.embly depLlt.ies t.;:\.kes place 

in centers designated by ttle t~mpcrary pluralist executive 

COjnmittGES in districts, regions, cities, city sectors, and 

vi:i.laqes. j"..jQ propai;l~:\nd.is.tic matel'"""ia.l is permitb.:-:d in voting 

pI ilc:-eS. 

Buildings owned by political parties or de-politicized 

~~tate institlJtions cannot be used au "voting centers. 

Article 6 ... 1 

I 
) 

Elect.ions .fclr F'eop.i.'-'?'s As:·sembl"7' deput".ies take p1.ace on 

"a day which is not ~1 \l'H')rkday througi""')put the country. 
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'i';-,I'!' VUi.~:il-'(3 bi?9_in'" .. -:11: '~il'.(iU illle! f?nd':.~- <',i.. lH.OU .. I·f £':\·f·c.l?r 

18.(,0 ... "'.'i-""'-:' ;:~t-r,~ <.;,~:il1 ..... ,::.tl'"lt'""S. h''::::,.i.ting to votf~~ tl-,i."! vI:.tiroq cente::·rs 

y.i.1. 1 .1 

Df the '.n:lt i ng 

h,,,-l f of the 

members, invites the voters to begin voting. 

i 11 the of the r:cilTlI-n:l s:r,i on ~:;I.nd Ob::=:·f.?rVers, Then the 

ballot bo):~s ~re sealed and stamped with the s~ajnp of the voting 

cRnt!~r'~ ~hich is safeguarded. 

Th",' Ci:illimis!:::.ion ch;:Il.r-man ~:;.t.;:lmr-'~:; t:<.t t.hl':.' -c,op iF-ft. all 

bmllots and their Ilumb8r is recorded in the Df~icial record, 

which is !~jgn~d by ~ll commission mecnbers preserlt. 

Th~ stamping being over, th@ chairman alld two 

reprA5sntBi:ives of differerlt parties Eign on the right side of 

baljot~ th~ cDmmi~5ion members beir'g present. 

Voters cast their vote in -the order of their aDpear~nce 

,::It t.h~~ vc.t.l ilG'1 c!?n-cer 

Evel'-Y vot~-:I'- mLIst prove hi5 icicid::j·Fi,i,:'?',(:ic;n by sholo-;ing an 

identification card~ a military card for the military in Each 

case with reoul~r r)i~tlJre. Dr an international p~S5port for 

thos~ WilD f'I~~"e C!J!pe from 2broad. 

Tha nlllit0r~' are net permitted to app~ar at the voting 

Ci;:-f)'{:f':"r" iii unit,!:: ,-'F" i:w"med. Only <"'\~-my mr::'r1 on d._~t·/ C'il'"e pE·F"mjt.tt:d to 

AftEr clleclling the id81,tific~tion dDcuni~nt with the list 

;),: ...,c,t:(::;.t'-!'.,:,: t.h\:.? vo't;:~t- ~;:.i9n~E- i:rlp. elE-c'tcH-,;..1 Ij~,:,t" .'rl:!2 numbc;.r of the 

id~ntificati0n CiOCUjllent b,?jng marl,~d~ .the voter ta~,es the ballot 

and vntos. H~ving voted, ttle last page of identification dDcument 

is 

Whe11 it is determined that ttl8 ballot is net in order 

1 ',~" 

66 

The vo·ting r~onl can be divided into 5~~eral separate 

I 
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·bOC1l.h~:; to sp£~f"~d tht;? v':,it.l!"lg proc:c~!:!,s_The:l'""e sfl,=,uld i::.t? no ballots in 

the sep~rate booth~ of the voting room 

Th~ cOlnis5ion de5!~ is placed in such a way ~s to p~rmit 

members of the cr;·r."lli s!.;.i Clrl ",nd obs~rv(~,...s who repr-es,ent the 

electoral subject~ to move at-olJnd it.TI~e ~al]ot bD~es 8r~ put in 

a place that is visible to all those present. 

No one,ir.cllJding fTlEmuerS of t.hE.~ c:nmmi!:,_.~_jons of the 

vClting c:entn-rs.,c,71n enter the b(",oth ,I?;;.:cept in 1:::-,9.f?<;;. when the 

voter 'i S \...lnabl e to 'rollollJ the necessary 'loti ng prc·cedure and 

reqLI(:..~st as-si$tance from a pp-rson he hii1l!J.elf se.1·'?cts. The sels-cted 

person has t:H? right to accc'fHpany only onl? voter' t.O the bootf:l .. In 

SIJch case5~the chairm~n of the comlnission of thm voting center 

can gjve peormission for it and this is indicdted in the .list of 

votEr5o. 

Votinq in the open or outside the· booth is 

prohibited.!n such a cBse~the vote is cDn5ider~d invalid,is torn 

up by the commi ssi on i'nd is r:l:lt pl aced in the bF.\ J.1 at bo;~, gi vi ng· 

the vc:.tE-r E'ven onl? more chane:e to r.:as·c hi s '.IQ~:E'. 

prohi hi ted to· Q'Z·t c:1osG'r than 3 meters. t.o the booth. 

If it is nec:es$~ry to restor-e order in tJ,e voting 

cer,ter~thf.? chairm."n of thj.:? comm:is~.ion 0';; the voting ·center may 

request lhe assistance of thE police organs. 

centers. 

Electoral 5ubjeGts~with the authorization of the 

elr~c:ti\"Jn commi$~! .. ion elf ttlE' .<::one,aJ·-a p~nlJittrrd tlJ send an 

ob=.el~ver in cNm-y voting cE·nter. 

~.!otp.r5 US(~ prescribed t.ypes of ballots.a sample of 

which is att,::;,f:;r.ed -Co this l .. n ..... Ballcts. .:<ire t.Me r,:,<"""":'-:ne in format 

Si2~, color ~nd paper ~ontent. 

The ballot is divided into two part~.The left part 

contains tha names o~ candidates in alphabetical or~er.The right 

part contains the titles of th~ r~spective electoral subjects, 

pr~ceded by th~ir symbols.For independEnt c~ndidat~s,the ballot 

·is marked "independent candidate' 
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p,r·ticle 68 

The ballot is valid for the candidate as well as for the 

subject wheT) thE voter leaves only the nalne of tile candidate ~nd 

the suhject for whictl he is voting,by Jnarking off with a line 

the names of all other c~ndidates and subjects. 

The ballot is valid both for ttle cafldidat~ and the suhject 

aven ... ~h~n thf.:! '.'c.ter 1 ei:iVeS anI y ·the n.;-.mf? e·f t.hf!' c~nd:i date for whom 

he votes~l~y R,~rking off with a line the names of all other 

. c:anc.;.d~to=.~ de;.;pi te the fi:!ct . hi;? has or h~~s. not JI~.=::rk5'd vJi t.h c;' 1 i ne 

the nBines of' the 5ubjects. 

All b~11ots filled out incorrectly,torn up,damaged, or 

'used are Jcept far thQ final inspection. 

l>!hf.:,;n th8j'""O ;:,re Seri(')LIs ",,·j;,:.li::.,.t.ic.i1~. of th1~ voting 

pt-or.:ess, ·the c:ofTlmi s;;i on of tiH"? vDt.i ':9 c.f?nt:er CF.<..fi 5u~.pend vot.i ng 

until the viol~tinns ere corrected. The Central EI~ctiDns 

Committ.E'i.-=! i'i- immE:rJiately not.:i..fil~d c.1+ this decj.s.ion. 

Thl~ name~ of the candidates far deputies in th~. =one and 

the lists of nation-wide candidates are post~d outside the voting 

roan) or in any other conspicuous place . 

. The Re~l.Il.ts of thl? Elect.iuns 

Artie.i.r:- 72 

_ .. -- _ .. _-_ .. --- _ .. __ .-_ .. - -_ .. -_ .. __ .. _. 
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voting c~nter in th& presonce of the commission ~nd authorized 

obser-verS2 

a) declares th~t the voting is condluded~ 

b) cOl~nts voters that hav~ C~5t th~jr vote according to 

the 1 i stz, ",,j-d eM mU!i:.t be sj gnC'd by the c:hed ,.man 8nd sec:retary of 

the commission and by any representativ~ o~ the electoral 

sl..lbjel:ts that lIIay dl~sire to do 5".0. 

The lists ar-e pl;:'Iced in .1.n envelope that is stamped 

wi th the sanlt· .... stamp of the voti ng centl?r. The env~~l ope i tsel f is 

5i gnfiod by the chai rman and secretar'Y of the commi ~::.s:i un and by 

the representati yes of the eol €?ctoral subj£~cts that may desire to 

do so. The erlvel.-:;pe is h."ndF.?d c.ve-r to the e-l,;:·ction Commission 

in the zone where it tal'es the respective certi·Fication. 

cl"counts the Ltnl.lsed.ballots,,",,hich are h~:\ndled'in the 

Eia.me R'lnnner as indicated ""bl?Ve in thl? second paragraph of 

sec t i on {b) • 

Thl~se al:ti ons must hi? compll?ted .accord~. ng to the above 

mentiQned order~and by indicating this in the fin~l official 

record. 

Article -, -' 
Follo~ing the completion of the above mentioned 

acti vi ti as: 

al the ballot box is opened and a !nember of the 

commi~,s:ion se.1ecte-d t.hrough the? lot rj.:>movr;;s flo b~,llot and gives 

it to the chairman,wllo in a loud voice declares whether the 

ballot is valid and to ~jhich candidate and subject it 

belongs..The- ball:ot is f".hown to all membl?rs of the commission and 

obser\.l~""'s. GnI y ,~f'i:!~r thf? resul ts have buen recordt'!·d and the' 

b~ilot placed at the specified place ,can the next 

ballot be rl?fT)ov~d from t.he b6,:. 

bl the ~~llots ufied,and valid and invalid votes are 

col.tnted; 

c) the ~Llmber of votes is compared with the n~lmber in 

the of';'icial record and if. necessary they are recounted. 

Thf?s~ act.ions arf? ~omplf?ted in the ord2t- des:.cribed 

above and arl? marked in the officic'll records. 
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a) whefl .it is not cle~r to wtlcm candid~tQ tile voter has 

thE rAspectivc electoral zone; 
c) when the na,ne5 0+ fliere than one candiclate are left 

or th2 r..;.mE'~ of <:d.l r.andi d.::'l·t~s a,'!? mar-ke-d nf'; on the ballot; 

d) i"'!-Ien 'U'IQ' ball c>t has· t~l3en diHii.i\Q!:':'d to s.l.Ich an e:.:·tent. 

thAt it is not c]ear·what choice w~s (n~de and ~111D raceived the 

ma;(~ it pt~5sible to identify ttle voter: 

The vt:d:e is ev;:\ll.t",·b~d b':--' t.he commir::,~.il.-..n e.i· the voting 

center Que~tionable VOt8S are e)~arnined initially and then 

valLIEd .. Any opr-os.l·ticn Oil t.h~! != .. "II-t. 0+ tile cCommi~'~':".ion 

I'::\rt.i.cli-:? 7~.:i 

,:\; the r=:...!mber of ·thr! '/l'Jt.j nq c€'nter cO\.r~d £.j ec:tion :;:one; 

b) the t i jllt?5- whr,:.n thE- \ioti ng ~_t<)l-tl'?d and fini shed; 

(: ) ·thp- nLlmbi,;:r" elf vnt.er ~:;. i " thl2 .1 i !:-.t c'!.f '/<':".ltr2r6; 

,I) the ni.t:nb~r ",f vaters· i rl '!:he ::;;.uppl Em«jl·t a1 1 i st: 

",I t.t-.e- numbet- o.f. votel'""s .:>.cc:cwdinq i:n thE' in-formation on 

thE": .l i :; i; G.·F vc.ter"s; 

f 1 t.he m'i:mber l:'';: 

':1.1 the Dumber of vote!;. '~i:lr each c: andi d."tl? C',- e-l p.ctoral 

sui:-O.JE:·ct. 

hj t.he nl.lmbF.·t- c,..;: inval i d [j co>. 1 .l ot!i':>; 

i ) the n·'.\Jn;'co,r Ct·;, 0.;::,1 .1 nt.s i iiV':I.l .iO,:.,tf:·jj b(!~for-e the \:c.t i ng; 

j 1 thE:' nurnb€",r o-t LlilU'E·el"J bed lott::;:.; 
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k) comments by cO'nn\i5~ion melnbers and special 

ni) the numb~r of COpiRS of tt,c official r-ecard. 

The infornlaticn in sections(c) to (jl is given in 

numeric~ily and in writing_ 

THe officjal record is signed on E~ch page.ANy 

sub~equent change is signed,adding the word' 'correction' 

Any elect6ral subject has thQ right -to obtain a copy of 

the official record. 

At-t.ic.le 76 

ihG' voting l:enter commission IliLl5t: 

1. send two copies of the o~ficial record to the 

electie.n c:ommisr:::.ion of the =(.1ne one of the copies is for the 

Cent.r~l Elections Commission; 

2. send a copy of the dfficial record together with the 

b,~dlots '::,nd enve-ll:lpr::s mentioned &bov~ to the di!:;trict temporary 

piliral i st e>!ecuti vt.,? committee .. 

All these documents are delivere~ personally by the 

chai rmC.n ,,,nei SEcre ta,.-y of tt-l!? vr:-t. i r.~~ CEnt r;?t- c:ornrni 9.si on 

accoii19~nied by any r-epresE'iltati\ ... e Co";' the E·l("~lctol·-al sL\bjects~ 

Artiel? 77 

The el ecti on comoni ~;'5j l:on 01= thF.! = Cine i S=·I.I(':·S the resLll ts' 

o~ the voting on the basis of the official reports sent by the 

voting center commissions and announces the results in the ;orm 

of an offic:ial report which Illust contaifl 

1. the nwr,ber of vot.i n9 centi?r~::; 

:2~ the v'ot.ing centi?rs th;:.t hav/? submitt.ed their 

offici~l repDrts ; 

':"'. the nWliber of vO'i:ers ac:cordi ng t.o tIle 1 i st of 

~tE?rs; 

4. the number of voters according to t.he information on 

the li5j.t:~ ; 

5. the number' of '1otf":rs accordinc;,f t.o thn ballots cast 

in the ballot'bo~:~ 

6. the !1Ltfi"dJer of v~l j d votes respect.i vel y for each 

candidate and subject 
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throuqrl f is given 

The t:,.i.ectic.ln i.:omilii.ssic:·n of "trlf,: ;~r .. mE' must. send to the 

Central Ela~tiong Commiesions a copy of its o~{icial rmport ~5 

well as reports j·t has received from tl,w votirl0 center 

Thp. elr::·r.:tion camrni5sion Co·f the zone Sl?ri(.:!~~ to the 

oistrict temporary pluralist ~~Gcutive committeQs the 

~nvAlopes,ballot5 ~nd any other materjal it has received from 

the vc.-i:in9 center cOil\fliis-.=:,ianE. 

Th€· ~;.i:H,:Ive men-cioned rrti'3ter-ials c:~ri? aelj.vi?rri,d by the 

chai rm'"n and £"E'i::rrr·l:.:\I-Y (.'),f the r:,i netio" comllii s~i on ~ accompani es:' 

by ~ny representative 0+ electoral sUbjD~ts that may desire to 

~~t-t.icl£? 79 

The C:entral Elections Commission announces and 

publishes the results in the Official Gazette mnd ih a special 

~fter the elections are concllJded and pOEsible disputes. 

People's Assembly 

CHP,PTE~: X I 

At-tic:le 80 

The mand~t0 o~ a People's Assembly depLJty is tErrnina·ted 

bF.+c,I"·(' s':::!'.ec.1L.Lle in t;lC foj.lIJ"'Jjn~! ca~"F.:'~· 

a) when the depLJty resigns 

I 
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to) when t.he dr.;:-pl.d:y i<::. dncl,an?rJ gLlil-t'l on the 

indisputable de~ision o·F the court for a crime committed 

c) when the d0puty refuGes to talt8 the oath of office 

prescribed by tl,e rules of order of the People's Assembly; 

d) when ihe deputy dies 

Article 81 

When a deputy's mandate is terminated before schedule, 

the Commission for the Peopl~'s Assembly Mandates declares as 

elEcted the ne~t candidate en the nation-wid~ list. 

a 5.Llbject 'included on i:hF.:o n.:;t.i cm--wi dr.;:· list ,n£~!o-~ eJections must 

be held in thnt .zor1e within 3 IRontt,g 

Wilen a deputy ta:,es anottlEr duty which is incompatible 

with h.is mandate ,he is r~p.La.::!?d b"i the nl!;';-:t ccH',dide.te on the 

respective natian-wid2 list. 

for th~ duration of his s~rvice as minister by tt1e ne~t candidate 

in the respective natiDn~wide list 

Pone":!.l a.nd Admi ,.,i strati Vi? Pro;,i si ons 

(.h-t:ic::le 82 

:=Iny nnt.;? ~'Jho fctr pf!'r'sonal interest or fm- the interests 

of othe''"s of.f.Er£. moni'"ty,jci:..:s Qi"- other f;.-,··.·ours. in .;;ny form in 

order to obtain signatures to support a candidate ,to vote 

agr.dnst or for ,or to. <?bst,;;.l.n from voting, is sHiltc·nced ... ,ith 

deprivation of Treedom from 6 mO,1the to ~ years. 

Tha5~ sentences 2150 apply to the voter ~who in return 

.. for th€? c"1i1ove ml?nti onf:?d s",r"'1 ces cll:c:ept mClney, '"' job or other 

f~1vour5 

Similar sentence5 are also t,anded down ~gainst those 

yJho thre~ten or force voters to pl!'r-Fot-m the abovp. mentioned 

services . 
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C;~ tJi:;·,.:';"~:. d:i.stributf!!!! . .in ':'H1i fClrm ol,w"ing tilt:;? e1r.::ction C;'7Ilnpaign 

~,r:.i ~-,n t~l[;:·c-t:.iGn (.1£1'1 ~money ,consLtlr;(?'t- Sp:.lodf';. C:"". ctiH'?r gif5 in 

'I' :..;, with deprivation of 

A,..·ti cl e 84 

P~~/ ~ fLn~ of 100 to 500 leks ~ff)!Cept in cases ~Jhen the 

In c~ses of the violation of the provisions regarding 

'~::H~ st":,felu;?l?ping <;.nd pr-apf?r- admini5t,.-;;,tion of b.=~l.lots, .li!!:"ts of 

vO~Grs ~ballot boxes and official records of voting ,the fine 

incrmiH'd.'?;;. 50() to .1000 llE'!:=- ~e>:cf?pt jn ..::~.!,::,G'!';';. wh1':.~n -the vic.lations 

are ~'2nal cifenses . 

AI--ticll!' 8t:1 

Persons performin~ dt.\tiGS en the basis of this law 

Decisions rRgartiing th~ p~yment of fines for 

~H~ini~tr~tive violations are handed down by the election 

Final decisions regarding the pnyment of finGs must be 

Tr·,'.~n~i t.j aru=:\.l and F.i na.i 

I 

I 
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HI,·ticll~ 88 

El F."cti c'ns Commi 5.$.1 on gi VFi~':. spec:i al 

il1lplemp.ntc.ttion I....f thi~,..la"'j. 

~lrt.icle 89 

Fnr ttle purposes of this law,the following are 

recognized ~s observers: 

parliamentary ~epr~sentatives o~ the CSCE member 

states,the P~rliamentary A5s~mbly o·F the Council of Ellrope,the 

European F'",rli i?filent and c;,f othG'r" org;.:.ni..,,:ct"tior'$ that de.:;.l wit.h the 

iSSlJ& of human rights; 

representatives of foreign political parties and 

movemmnts and individu~ls {nvited by p~rties or groups of 

p~rtit?s; 

r'=?presentativE's 8LlthorizEd by local and foreign 

organizations specialized in th~ field of elections. 

,~rtic_le 90 

The ooaervers. :i i1 col f.Octi ons : reporters and 

represantati'~e5 of the ffldSS media accredited in our country 

should b~ provided with ~ spec1AI certific~te by the Central 

El (~cti on'.; Commi E',s;.i nn_ 

The oli!.-";E!rVers 11'1 e.lectic-ns havl:.! the rig~lt to move 

freely in the t~rritDry of tt~e Republic of AlbQnia and follow 

and observ.:'? tiiE_ C.CiL\i'"Sf? 0+ "the ~:;ctivities cdTried out both during 

tIle election campaign ar)d on the election day. They have the 

right to ask ,Qather information end give opinions publicly, 

"'"bei ng i mpart.i <:\1 

Article 9J 

Alb6nian citizens that liv~ p~F'manently outside thg 

COLlntry c,r i1r7tV~: 1 i vp-cl .:;bl~CJad fnl~ more thr.:tn a ~{F.,::\t- and when they 
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are in Alb~ria and request to ta'~e p~rt ir! votjrlY they use the 

i ni:£~."-n,:< t: 1 C'n.::d p~S5pot-t t.h.?y pe.:,:.fi.!?S"-O;:;. i:lS proof 0'; thei r 

identification. They have to issue a 5t~tement,declaring that 

they do not p05se5S a valid id~ntification card within thE 

Republic of Albania. 

Article 92 

Th!? Cl')~.tnc i.l of Mi ni sters i~, c:hal'-ge.d v~i th provi di ng the 

material and financial.basis and adopting the or-ganizational 

meaSLIr-es for the implelfli?nt.:;tion of this. l(,:"w. 

Article 93 

L;JW number ::423,of November .13~ 1990,' 'On People's 

AssEmbly Elec·t:ians· ",as Io-,,?11 as any other pravisj.on incompatible 

with this Il..1w are i!lbrcgated. 

Article 9,,+ 

Ttlis law comes into force immediately. 

TIRANA,February 4,1992 

The La",~ NI.HUb€·r ~ 7556 

Chairnjan of the P~e5idency 

(KASTR 1 aT j SLA,"'l1 ) 
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(For the first round) 

B ALL 0 T PAP E R 

FOR ELECTIONS TO THE PEOPLE'S ASSEMBLY 

OF THE REPUBLIC OF ALBANIA 

(Stamp of commission) 

For the Comnission of the voting center 

Zone No _____ _ 

Elections Date 

Chairman 

T---,------------------------------l-----------------------------------l 
, I Candidates for deputies ' l'Ihe electoral subject that has put him I 
INo. !(First naIre,father's name,last rame) IfoNard and his symbol or itlitlals. : , , , 
{---I---------- ---.... ---------
1 -I' 1 ~--- ----- , 
, j , 

{---4 .L. , , ' {---1 --1-_____________________________ : 
, , ' 
, 1 ' I . ! I 
, , ' I' , , ' 
r----; ---~---------~------------------1, , ' 
{- I ,-----------------1' 
" , 
I I I 
I I I , , , 
, -'--- ,-.,------------, , , " , , 
! +- .. -----I , , , 
, , -------~~~--~------------,' , , , , , 
+'----r---------------~----------------_+,-----------------~-~.--~----------------" ' , , , , 
+- -r------ ---------------------------11 I , _____________ . ,. ___ ..,11-___ _ 
..---~ .-, , ' " , I ..---f---------------- ~ I 
I I I I +--1 ,f-I---------- _______________ 1 
, I 1 ,I I 1 L-___ , __________ _ r I ,- I 
t ! ! I ---------1 

--'- . 

I 

i , 

'I 

, 
~ 



I 
THE DECISION OF ELECTION ZONES FOR THE ELECTIONS TO THE -------------------------------------------------------

PEOPLE'S ASSEMBLY -----------------

1- Berati 5 ( l - ~-) 
2. Dibra 4 { 

3. Durresi 5 
>l: Elbasani 7 

5. Fieri 8 .. 
6. ·Gramshi 1 " . 
7. .~jirokastral 2 
8. Kavaja 3 
9. Kolonja 1 
10. Korea 7 
11. Kruja 3 
12. Kukesi 3 

13. Lezha 2 

14. Librazhdi 2 

15. Lushnja 4 •• 
16. Mati 2 

17. Mirdita 2 

. 18. Permeti 1 

19. Pogradeci 2 

20. Puka 2 

21- Saranda' 3 

22. Skrapari 2· 

23. Shkodra 8 

24. Tepelena 2 

25. Tirana 12 

26. Tropoja 1 

27. Vlora 6 
• 

. .. 

I 
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.,' METHOD OF CALCULATING THE VOTES OBTAINED BY ELECTORAL SUBJECTS 

I. PRESENTATION OF THE RESULTS 

r-------------,----------------------------T---------------------,------------, 
I INumber of seats obtained I Percentage of the' I Corrected I 
:' S b' ct Ifinally on the basis of the Ivot'fs .obtained nation I percentage I. 
I . u Je Isingle member list Iwide in the firstround I I 
~--------4---~------..:.-~-----------~------------~-------~--------- ! 
I I ,I I I 
I 1 I a' I b !A.. =b /(l""f/1OO )' 
I I 1.' I 1 f"1. 1 . 1 
I 2 I ~ b2 lA2=b/ (l-y/XlO)1 
, I I I 
I 3 I ~ b3 iA_=b3/(l-y/ XlO li 
I I f -:.; : I 
I n I an b:!A =bn/ (l-y/XlP~1 
I I n In I 
I I I I 
I I I I 

15ubjects that Obt I I 
I tained less than I I I 

.14 percent of the 1 I I 
I nation wide vote I x I I 
land that are not: Y I I 
leligible for SUP1 I I 
jplerrental seats. : I I 
I I I I 
I I I I .L. _.1 ---1 __ -------' 

n. Calculation of the f1llIWer of People's AsseIIi:>ly nembers No(PAm) 

ai . 1:00 (' 1 2 ) N. = _______ +x 1:, I ••••• n 

" Ai ' 
No(PAm) = max (N1,N2 ... ,Nh • 140) 

If NO(PAm)iS not. a full number (i.e. it includes . decimal 

remainder) the larger' number, (that includes decimal remainder) 

.~. is taken into consideration. 

III. Calcula~ion of seats obtained by every subject (S) 

x ) 

First,it is determined the number of seats belonging to 

,each electoral subject (i. e political party) by considering 

the full number of Si (excluding the dec imal remainder). The 

sum of these seats (determined for each electoral' s.ub-· 

ject) . is.. subtracted from the total numb~r of the seats of 

Assembly No PAm- x . The remainder. is alloted by a 

respectively to the elec~oral s,ubject according 
the People' s 

single seat 

to- the larger decimal remainder of Si . 
, , . 

IV .Calculation of suppleaental seats obtained by every electoral subject ,(SS ) 
" I. ...... i 

SSi = Si - a i 
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REPUBLlKA E SHQIPERISE 

KESHILLI I MINISTRAVE 

SEKRETARIATI POSACEM PER 

'ZGJEDHJET E KUV .POPULLOR 

Tirane,me 1 2.3.92 

Komandave te :Aeroportit Tirane e Pikes 

Qafe Thane. 

Z. FABRICO SOARES perfaqesues i Fondacionit Ndarkombeta 

per sistemet elektorale ,ka ar j]lUr ne vendin tone per te sjell baze 

materiale per fushaten e zgjedhjeve,te cilat do i presi ne pikat tuaj 

lut~ konforme rregullave i siguroni h.ushtei; per ti marre ato ne 
, -

dore~ zim. 

Nga ana jone eshte biseduar edhe me z.kolonel Fadil Cani 

ne d-aten e sotme. 

SEKRETARI 
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March 4, 1992 

I DI:Vl!l.OPMENT 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

Please be advised that the two trucks trom Company PINZOLITS, 
Hornstein, Auetria, under license plate numbers EU 112 Hand EU 
226 H oontain the tollowinq items which are a donation by the 
United states Government to the Central Election Commis.ion of 
Albania. 

1. TWIN 3 boxes 81 kq. 
2 . OFFIcE SUPPLIES 151 boxes 2,786 kC;. 
3. OLIVETTI TYPEWRITERS 

WITH ACCESSORIES 5 box •• 60 kq. 
4. COMPUTERS 

WITH ACCESSORIES 13 boxes 170 kg. 
5. COPYING PAPER 5 palettn 2,!500 kg. 
6. PRINTED MATERIALS 32 palette. 18,300 kg. 
7. XEROX OFFICE EQUIPMENT 

WITH ACCESSORIES !5 palettes 340 kq. 
B. PAINT AND BRUSHES 11 palettes 4,100 k9'. 

Sinoerely, 

• 
Division 

320 rwu.7'I-FI1$T SUtH. NW., WA5H1NGTO~, D.C. 20'23 
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Mr. Gerald Heyman 
U.S.AID 

Mr. Chris Siddall 

IFES 

Dear Mr. Heyman and Mr. Siddall 

Former Vice-Chairman 

Dr. Aleksander Meksi 

People's Assembly 

ALB A N I A 

I would like to thank you personally for your assistance in supporting 

Albania's 1992 General elections. 

The materials provided by the US Agency for International Development 
was of the upmost assitance. The equipment sent to us facilitated the logisti
cal and communication as well as all other aspects of the Election Process. I 
would like to thank the International Foundation for EleCtili'at< Systems for 
the technical assitance you provided in our effort to have free and fair 

elections. 

I wish to thank each of you for the efforts that you have made to 

make our elections of such a quality that it was acceptable by international 

standards. 

Sincerely 

Dr. Aleksander Meksi 

Tirana, 31 March 1992 
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THE REPUBLIC OF ALBANIA 

The Central Elections Commission 

To Mr. Chris SIDDALL 

IFES / 

Tirana, 30 March, 1992 

Mr. Gerald HEYMAN 

US AID 

I have the honour and satisfaction to thank you from the bottom 

of my heart,iri ,the name of the Central Elections Commission for your valuable 
assitance given to us in order to accomplish successfully free and democratic 

elections in our country. 

Your materialand technical assistance served us for resolving a lot 

of technical problems emerged during electoral compaign for People's Assembly 

deputies. 

Your representatives, Linda EDGEWORTH and Fabricio SOARES helped our 

Commission a lot. Their assitance was so much effective. 

I would like to thank you once again, expressing my high consideration~ 

Sincerely 

SEC RET A R Y 

Leon KOSTA 
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THE REPUBLIC OF ALBANIA 

Special Ad. hoc Secretariat for the Elections 

Tirana, 30 March1992 

To the : US AID / IFES 

1'he special Ad hoc Secretariat for Elections thanks you for 
the materials and technical assitance we have received. Your 
equipment was one of the first international Aid in our secretariat, 
for the elections. It was helpful for us to use this equipment 
during the Elections. 

The secretariat, and I, are grateful for your assistance. 

Sincerely, 

Secretary 

Frrok Gioka . " 


